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OVERSIGHT OF GALLAUDET COLLEGE AND
THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE FOR
THE DEAF

TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, at 9:30 a.m., in room SR 428-A, Russell
Senate Office Building, Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Weicker and Nickles.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WEICKER
Senator WEicxEs. This oversight hearing has been convened to

review the accomplishments, current status, and future direction of
Gallaudet College and the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf [NTID]. Both of these schools provide high quality services for
deaf students, services that address a critical need, services which
are clearly a Federal responsibffity.

Congress has provided virtually all the funding for Gallaudet
College for over 120 years, and for NTID since 1965. As chairman
of both this Subcommittee on the Handicapped and the Appropria-
tions Subcommittee which funds these programs, I can certainly
testify to the high quality services they offer. Since there has never
been any formal congressional oversight by Congressother than
appropriations hearingsthe Subcommittee on the Handicapped
has set aside this time to examine these fine programs in depth,
and that is what we will do today.

In preparation for this oversight hearing, I requested that GAO
conduct a study of Gallaudet and NTIDa study to examine how
these programs are accomplishing their missions.

I look forward to hearing GAO's recommendations today, as well
as those of Dr. Lee, r)resident of Gallaudet, and Dr. Castle, director
of NTID. I know that all of you responsible for these programs
have spent considerable effort in self-evaluation activities prompt-
ed by these oversight hearings.

Many changes have occurred in deaf education in the last 20
years. k'or example, when Congress created NT1D in 1965, there
were only five other postsecondary programs in the entire country
with formal programs for the deaf. At that time, Gallaudet and
NTID served more than 80 percent of the deaf students and grant-
ed almost all of the academic degrees. Today, there are over 100

(1)
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such programs, many of them very successful. In 1970, more than
70 percent of the deaf high school graduates in this country came
from residential schools for the deaftotally segregated from their
hearing peers. Today, less than 30 percent of deaf high school grad-
uates come from residential schoolsthe overwhelming majority
are now mainstreamed into high school programs with their hear-
ing peers.

As Doctors Lee and Castle have been noting for sometime, these
monumental changes in the philosophy, practice and legal aspects
of deaf education have significant implications for Gallaudet and
NTID. These changes do not mean that the Federal Government no
longer needs to support these fine schoolsindeed, the need for
Federal support for deaf education is as great as ever. These
changes do mean that the missions and activities of Gallaudet and
NTID will have to continue to adjust to meet the challenge of the
future. I look forward to hearing more about how we can assist
Gallaudet and NTLD in meeting the challenge of the fu4ure.

Our first witness will be Mrs. Madeleine Will, Assistant
tary for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. I
ly appreciate Mrs. Will being willing to juggle her en.l.
with us today. I know that you have to be over on t'ar
to testify at 10:80, and we will be sure to finish in
for you to do that.

I gather Madeleine is not here yet. Is that correct? She is . the
way. I gather she has an appointment in the House at 10:30. I
think that since we are on a tight schedule here, we will have the
GAO testify first. I am sure we can hear this testimony and then
get on with Madeleine and make sure that Madeleine still gets out
of here.

So we have before us William Gainer, is that correct?
Mr. GAINER. Yes, sir.
Senator WEIMER. Mr. Gainer, on April 19, 1984, I requested the

General Accounting Office to do a study about Gallaudet College
and NTID. Among other things I asked for the cost of the services
provided at each school and placement rates of students.

Today, we have Mr. William Gainer, who is an Associate Direc-
tor of CrAO's Human Resources Division, and he is here to review
the fmdings of their report which was released last March 22nd.

Mr. Gainer, why do you not introduce your colleagues and pro-
ceed. Your report is part of the record. Your statement will be a
part of the record. Why do you not introduce your colleagues, and
if you can go ahead and give us an overview of the matters accom-
plished by GAO.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. GAINER, 'ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAY EGLIN, GROUP DIRECTOR IN
CHARGE OF EDUCATION AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS; AND
DEBORAH EISENBERG, PROJECT DIRECTOR
Mr. GAINER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On my left is Mr. Jay Eglin, who is the Group Director in charge

of all of our work on education programs. ODn my right is the
Project Manager for this particular study, Ms. Deborah Eisenberg.

6
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C tsatimony today focuse4 on two issuc ts. the cost of educating
pftt t,ndary students and the number of students enrolled at Gal=
laudet 'Nage and the National Technical Institute for the Deaf.
We will also commtor Pm the Departmli' of Education's oversight
of these institutions.

Using the latest it .eleble data 'tfr "'Imperison purposes, we
found that compared w ish similar types of 's serving nonhear-
ing impaired students, which is real!: the only comparison we
could make, both Gallaudet and the lean, .qtitute cost jper
student were substantially above those of other bite
institutions. Student-faculty ratios were two to three and ore-half
times lower at Gallaudet and NTID than at other postsecon41417
schools. In addition, compared with other public and viv ett.'
schools, Gallaudet's and NTM's 1983-84 average annual facul..t
compensation was lower. In addition, we found that from 1981 to
1984, Gallaudet College had many unoccupied beds in its dormito-
ries, including 192, which is 12 percent, in the fall of 1984. In the
fall of 1984, Gallaudet's Model Secondary School for the Deaf was
almost 100 students below its student enrollment capacity of 450.
School officials told us that Gallaudet needs to improve its recruit-
ment efforts to increase the pool of qualified applicants, and attrib-
uted the Model School's underenrollment to a lack of qualified ap-
plicants.

On the other b -yid, in the fall of 1984, the Technical Institute ex-
ceeded its desigLated capacity by 69 students.

Gallaudet College offers associate's, bachelor's, master's, and doc-
tor's degree% In fiscal year 1984, Gallaudet College received $37.1
million in klederal funds, which comprised about 75 percent of its
total revenue. The Technical Institute, on the other hand, concen-
trates on associate's degrees, brt its students can also receive bach-
elor's degrees and master's der. from the Rochester Institute of
Technology, which is its hoe* ...aization. In the fall of 1984,
NTID had about 1,300 students.

To compare expenditures at Gallaudet College and NTID with
other institutions of similar size and programs, we used the most
recent information available from the I-her Education General
Information Survey, which is compiled by the Department of Edu-
cation. Gallaudet College's cost per student at about $24,000 was
five times higher than the average cost per student for 259 similar-
ly classified public institutions, and three times higher than the av-
erage for 160 private institutions. Gallaudet's cost per student was
twice as high as the median cost per student for 19 similarly sized
institutions which Gallaudet cow:lit:len to be similar to them, which
have the highest total cost per student in the United States.

At NTID, the total cost per student of about $19,771 per year was
six times higher than the average cost per student at similar classi-
fied vocational-educational institutions, and about twice the cost
per student at its host institution, the Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology.

Because of the uniqueness of Gallaudet and the NTID's pro-
grams, we found it very difficult to reach any conclusion about the
reasonableness of their costs. However, certain of their expenses,
for example, research and public service, could probably be legiti-
mately excluded from their education mission, thus lowering their
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cost by a few thousand r lars iv- tar. This would not
change our conclusion .it the cost* .,. atially above com-
parable in3titutions.

Officials at Gallaudet Coflco and NTID 1.'3o attribute their
school's higher cost per student in pert to the schools' comparative-
ly lower student-faculty rativv. which the,y bel: are necessary to
carry out an educational t. -am for the de.,,t ro gain some in-
sight on this, we again uw data from the Npartment of Educa-
tion. In the school years I to I982, Geo: .det's student-faculty
ratio was about seven to c it has sin increased slightly.
NTID's was eight to one - i.$creased sl tly since that time.

Gallaudet's student-i. alio % is ow -t ird of the average
ratio, which wes 21 to 1 . pui,; lc a I, rivate institutions,
and about half that 'If 0 AA( fen' * i9 high cost schools
that I mentioned eari

Similarly, NTT ' i v. third of similar institu-
tions. Its studeni less than half that of
its host instituti, se , 21 to 1. Costs are also
affected by thew io the average at Gal-
leudet $32,400 an 1/4 ;It N11, $80,900: were just slight-
ly low.Jr fl'an compAn. the hearing.

It should be pow * "Th.,tigh their costs are a little
lower, the avenwe t' Iv tends to be a little lower
than those of othg, eta thoy have more instructors pro-
portionately than they do v.,iessore.

Regarding residential enrviiment, we found that from 1981 to
1984, Gallaudet College had a considerable number of unoccupied
spaces in its dormitories. For example, 192 unoccupied beds or
al3out 12_percent of those available in 1984. Conversely in the fall
of 1984, /WM exceeded its 1,250 designated deaf student capacity
by 69 students, and had a waiting list of 87 additional qualified ap-
plicants.

As regards education oversight, Gallaudet College, its elementary
schools and secondary schoola, and NTID have a rather unii4ue
lationship with the Federal Government. Although many institu-
tions receive financial aid indirectly, these are among the very few
which receive a budget directly from the Department of Education.

Annually for each of the institutions, the Department's Budget
Systems Division receives their budget requests, and formulates the
Secretary's budget, prepares budget submissions, prepares the justi-
fication for the Cozigress: and then testifies before the Appropria-
tiorq Committees. Periodically through the year, staff from that di-
visi , meet with officials from these institutions and visit their
ce sea to assure that the institutions' budget requests are rea-
soni ,ile, and that the schools spend the budgets as planned.

Hoy ver, the Department's Budget Division does not have the
expertise to review programs for deaf education and does not at-
tem_pt to monitor or evaluate the four schools' academic programs.

The Office of Inspector General also has review authority, but
has done limited work at both institutions.

In sum, the Department of Education generally oversees finan-
cial and budgetary inetters pertaining to the four institutions, but
these institutions have not been subjected to any systemic or peri-
odic program evaluation. It appears that the only indepencient

8
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monitoring of program operations at these institutions is largely
conducted by tbe Congress through oversight by this and other
Congressional committees. If program evaluation of these institu-
tions is considered desirable by the subcommitteeand we believe
such evaluation is consistent with good management practice
then you may wish to develop a more systematic evaluation strate-
gy, and we would be glad to work with the subcommittee in doing
so-

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gainer followsj
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Ussery of GAO Testimesy Defers the Semite Subcommittee es

the Masdisepped Ilegarding Gellandet and the Motional Techalcal
lestitote Per The Deaf

Mese funds to operate Gellendet College, its lemeatory sad

seceedery schools, and the Meaosal Techigicall Institute for the

D eaf (MTID) ars provided by the federal goveromest through

e ***** appropriations. Is its March 194) report, GA0 reported

thst Galleudet Colless'e sad MTIO's school year 1981-82 total

e ducatiomal sad geseral speaditures per studest were $23,771

and $19,771, respectively. These ceste per studest ranged from

two to five tires hisser toes other public awl private post-

ecoadery schools. GAO also found that student.leculty ratios

were two to three mud ome-balf times lower et Gallaudet sad ST10

thee at other poateecondary schools. In addition, compered with

other public sad privets schools, Gellaudet's and MTID's 1983-44

verege anneal faculty compessation was lower.

Regarding student arollment, GAO found that Eros 1981 to

1984, Gellaudet College bed considerable number of unoccupied

beds is its dormitories, lecluding 192 (12 percent) is the fall

1984. In the fell of 1984, Gelleudees Model Secoodery

School for the Deer wee @loose 100 students below its student

esrollmeat capecity of 450. School officials told us thet Gal-

leudet seeds to improve its recruitment efforts to increase the

pool of quelified opplicents, and attributed the Model School's

soder-enrollment to lack of qualified applicants.

The Department of Iducetion reviews and approves the iseti-

tattoos' budget requests, but does not monitor or evaluate the

schools' educetiosel progress. It eppeere thee say monitoring

of program operations is cooducted by the Congress through over-

sight by this Subcommittee sod other, congressionel committees.
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Mr. Chelsea& sod Members 04 the Outmommittees

We are pleased to be here today to disaues the general

Acoconting Office's March 1110S report. °Mducating Otudents.at

Oallendet and the National Technical Institute tor the Deets

MboAxe Served and Whet Are The Coster Our evaluatioe mes oon-

ducted st your request. ha you know, Osllsodet College also

operates the Kendall Demoostration Elementary 'School and the

N04.1 (Wooden, School for the Deaf. Most funds to operate

Oelleadat College. its elementary abed se000dasy schools. and the

Wefts ., Institute, are provided by the federal governmen

through annual appropriations.

Amoog other matters, our report aoslysed (1) the member end

the characteristics of students at the ftur schools, (2) the

services provided and their costs. (3) the total cost per stu-

dent at these institutions versus other public and private

schools. and (4) graduation and placement rates. As requested,

our testimony today will focus on two issues. (1) the costs of

educating postsecondary students at Oallaudet College and the

Technical Institute and (2) the numbers of students nrolled st

the institutioos °capered to each school's capacity. You also

asked us to comment on the Deportment of Education's oversight

of the four institutions.

Using the latest available data for oomperison purpoass.

we found that compared with *bailer types of schools serving

nonhearing impaired students, Oallaudet College's and the

Technical Institute's

1
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--costs per student in school year 1981-82 were

considerably higher;

--student-faculty ratios in school year 1981-82 were

considerably lower; and

--average annual faculty compensation in school year

1983-84 was lower.

Ws compared Gallaudst College and the Technical Institute to

institutions for the nonhearing impaired because there are no

similar instititions for the deaf in the U.S.

In addition, we found that from 1981 to 1984, Galleudet

College had a considerable number of unoccupied beds in its

dormitories, 'and in the fall of 1984, the Model Secondary School

was below its student enrollment capacity. On the other hand,

in the fall of 1984, the Kendall School's enrollment was near

its capacity, and the T'-hnical Institute exceeded its

designated capacity by 69 :udents.

BACKGROUND

Gallaudet College, the only 4-year liberal arts college for

the deaf in the world, is a private, non-profit institution

funded by the U.S. government and located in Washington, D.C.

It was incorporated by the Congress in 1857. The college offers

associate's, bachelor's, master's, and doctor's degrees. In

fiscal year 1984, Gallaudet College received $37.1 million in

federal funds, which comprised about 75 percent of its total

revenue. In the fall of 1984, Gallaudet College had a studont

2
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.1nrolIment of about 2,000, including graduate students, under-

graduatea, and nondegree students.

The National Technical Institute for the Deaf--also known

as NTID--began operations in 1968 to prepare deaf students for

successful employment. It is primarily a 2-year postecondary

technical institution which grants associate's degrees, dip-

lomas, and cettificates. In addition, NTID students may enroll

in classes or transfer into associate's, bachelor's, and

master's degree programs at the Rochester Institute of Techno-

logy for which the Rochester Institute is reimbursed.

The establishment of NTID was authorized by the Congress

in 1965 in response to the then high unemployment rat!a among the

deaf. Subsequently, the Rochester Institute of Technology, a

private 4-year postsecondary institution in Rochester, New York,

was competitively awarded a contract to operate NTID. As the

"host" institution, the Rochester Institute is reimbursed by the

federal government for NTID expenses. In fiscal year 1984, the

Rochester Institute received federal funds of $28 million to

operate NTID; these funds comprised abon, 85 percent of NTID's

total reveaue. In the fall of 1984. NTID had 1,378 students.

COST COMPARISONS

To compare expenditures at Gallaudet College and NTID with

expenditures at other institutions that grant similar types and

numbers of degrees, we used i.he most recent information avail-

able to us--school year 1981-82 data reported to the Department

of Education in its annual Higher Education General Information

Survey and compiled by the National Center on Higher Education

3
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Management Systems. For the 1981.12 school year, Gallaudet Co-

legs's total educational and general xpenditures per tudent

were $23,772, NTID's wore $19,771.

Callaudet's cost per (student was five times higher than the

average cost per student for 259 similarly classified public

institutions and three times higher than the average for 160

similarly classified private institutions. Also, Gallaudet's

cost per tudent was twice as high as the median cost per

student for 19 of the nation's 20 similarly mimed institutions

that have the highest total cost per student. We excluded one

of the 20 schools from our comparison because we believed its

comparativelihigher research budget and total costs made it not

comparable to the other 19 institutions.,

At NTID. the total cost per student was six times higher

than the average total cost per evident for 171 private 2-year

vocational-technical institutions, five and one-half times the

average for 273 public vocational-technical institutions, and

more than twice as high as the Rochester Institute of Techno-

logy's total cost per student. The attachment to this statement

illustrates the comparative differences among Gallaudet's and

NTID's total costs per student and such costs at other

institutions.

In addition, Gallaudet's and NTID's average costs per stu-

dent in seven of the expenditure categories included in total

cost were consistently higher than those of the schools in the

comparison groups. (The seven expenditure categories include

instruction, research, public service, academic support, student

4
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servimp4, institutional support, and plant operations and main-

tenanct.) Gallaudet's costs ranged from 2 to 16 times higher

than imilar costs for its comparison schools; NTID's costs

ranged from I and one-half to 224 times higher than similar

costs for ito comparison schools.

Because of the uniqueness of Gallsudet's and NTID's pro-

gram, we did not reach conclusions about the reasonableness of

their costs. Gallaudet and NTID officials did give us informa-

tion regarding their schools' comparatively higher costs. For

xample, NTID officials said that NTID's research expenditures

per student ($896) were six times higher than the Rochester

Institute of Technology's and as much as 224 times higher than

private 2-year vocational-technical evAlools. They attributed

these higher costs to NTID's mandate to conduct research while

these other technical schools do not have a similar program.

NTID conducts research on topics that affect the deaf such as

communication assessment and training, education and learning,

and characteristics of the deaf population.

Likewise, Gallaudet's public service expenditures per stu-

dent ($2.279) were as much as 16 times higher than similar costs

'- its comparison schools. They said this situation occurred

Ause Gallaudet expenditures include the costs of operating a

law center, college press, and continuing education center--

facilities which other institutions may not support.

5
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Comparison of student-faculty ratios

Officials st Gallaudst Collego and NVID attributed their

school.' higher cost per student in part to the schools' com-

paratively lower tudent-faculty ratios. To compare student-

faculty ratios at Gallaudet and NTID with the ratios at post..

secondary institutions granting similar types of degrees, we

again used school year 1981-82 data from the Department of Edu-

cation'. Higher Education General Information Survey. We com-

puted the student-faculty ratios using the average full-time

equivalent student body and number of full-time instructional

faculty. In school year 1981-82. Gallaudst's student-faculty

ratio was 7,1; NTID's was 8,1. Gallaudst's student-faculty

ratio was three times lower than the average ratio (21:1) for

about 230 public and 140 private institutions and two times

lower than the median student-faculty ratio (12,1) for the 19

"high cost" schools.

Similarly. NTID'e student-facto,:y ratio was more than three

and one-half times lower than the average rati i!or either the

825 public or 250 private 2-year institations. We also compared

NTID's 1982-R3 student-faculty ratio with that of the Rochester

Institute of Technology. In that year. NTID's student-faculty

ratio of 9:1 was more than twice as low as its host institu-

tion's (21:1).

Comparison of faculty compensation

Instructional costs are also affected by faculty compensa-

tion. To compare faculty compensation at Gallen:dot and NTID

with faculty compensation at similar types of institutions for

6
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nonheafing impaired students, we uxed echOol year 1983,-84 data

compiled by the American Association of University Professors.

Faculty compensation is made up of fanuety salaries and fringe

benefits for inetructional faculty.

For the 1983-84 school year, compared with 220 public and

75 private institutions which grant similar numbers and types of

academic degrees, Gallaudet's average annual faculty compensa-

tion of $32,400 was $100 to $600 lower. Compared with seven

2-year vocational-technical institutions located in New York,

five New York urban community colleges considered by MID to be

members of ite peer group, and the Rochester Institute of Tech-

nology. NTID'i average faculty compensation of 030,900 was lower

by $1,500 to $6,100.

RESIDENTIAL ENROLLMENT

Regarding the numbers of students served at the four insti-

tutions, we found that from 1981 to 1984, Gallaudet College had

a considerable number of unoccupied beds in its dormitories,

including 192 unoccupied beds (12 percent) in the fall of 1984.

In the fall of 1984, the Model Secondary School was below ite

student enrollment capacity, while NTID exceeded its designated

capacity. In the fall of 1984, the Kendall Elementary School, a

day school with a stuLent enrollment capacity of 200, had an

enrollment of 190.

While Gallaudet College has not established a student

enrollment capacity. from 1981 to 1984 its dormitories were

operating below their student capacity, ranging from 13 percent

below in the fall of 1983 to 22 percent bulow in the spring of

7
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1984. Oallaudet Oficial. told us.that their recruitment

efforts need to be improved to increase the pool of qualified

applicants. In this regard, Oallaudet officials stimated that

in ach year from 1979 to 1983, on the average about

--SO percent of those who applied met Oallaudet'e minimum

admiasions test score requirements, and

m-58 percent of those who were accepted enrolled.

Of those students who nrolled, 70 percent were placed in Gal-

laudet's preparatory program, a,epeoial one year program for

students who are not academically piepared for undergraduate

studies.

In the fall of 1984, enrollment at the Model Secondary

School, which ciarges no tuition or other fees, was almost 100

students below ita capacity of 450. School officials attributed

the under-enrollment to a lack of qualified applicants from the

school's primary service area-mthe District of Columbia,

Delaware, Maryland, Penneylva.,ia, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Recruitment activities at the Model Secondary School primarily

consist of disseminating information to the public. For

example, in the 1985-84 school year, although the Model Second-

ary school did not have a formal recruitment plan, ite recruit-

ment activities included publishing information about the

school, advertising in newspapers and other publications, exhi-

biting informatio% at national meetings of educators and parents

of the deaf, end working with parents of Model School students

who volunteered to talk to parents of prospective applicants.

8
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In the tall of 1964, MTID eadieded its 1,250 designated

deaf student capacity by 69 students and had a waiting list of

37 additional qualified applicants. This was «he first year in

which MTID had waiting list after the start of the fall

quarter.

DAPARTNIPIT Ot_ 91314/1111Llit PP'

Gellaud% '4214ege, ft 4 nentary and secondary schools,

and UTID-four of .41 six "special institutions" epecifically

appropriated funds by the Congresshave unique relationship

with the federal government because educational assistance is

not ordinarily appropriated for specific institutions. As

recipients of federal funds, the four institutions are ubject

to oversight by the Department of Education through its Budget

Systeme Division and Office of the Inspector General.

Annually, for each of the institutions the Department's

Budget Systeme Division

--receives and analyses their budget requests,

--formulates the Secretary's budget recommendations,

--prepares budget submissims '0, and negotiates budget

levels with the Office of Management and Budget,

--prepare. the Budget Justification provided to the

Congress, and

--testifies at Congressional appropriation hearings

on the ludget requests.

Periodically throughout the year, staff from the

9
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Department's nudget Division Peet with officials of the to-r

institutions end visit their compoese to assure that their bud-

get requests are reasonable and that the schools spend their

federal funds Or the reasons requested. However, the

Departmeat's Budget Division staff do not have the expertise to

review programs for deaf educetion, end do not attempt to moni.,

tor or valuate the tour schools' academic programa. for

examples the budget Division has never reviewed the quality of

education offered at the institutions or the extent or adequacy

of services provided to deaf students.

The Department of Education's Office of the Inspector

General also ieviews financial aspects of the institutions'

activities. For example, the Inspector General's Office has

reviewed the propriety and reasonableness of costs claimed by

MTID, and whether contract costs proposed by Oallaudet tor

Communication Skills Development Center were reasonable and

allowable.

In sum, the Department'of Education generally oversees fin-

ancial and budgetary matters pertaining to the four institu-

tions, but these institutions have not been subjected to any

systemic ur periodic program evaluation. It appears that the

only independent monitoring of program operations at these

institutions is largely conducted by the Congress through

oversight by this and other congressional committees. If

program evaluation of these institutions is considered desirable

by the subcommittee--and we believe such evaluation is

10
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masistent with groco4 management motif's...then you oily wieh to

develop a more systematie valuation etrategy sod we would he

glad to work with the Ouboommittne in doing so.

MI IP M MR

Mr. Chsirman, thie concludes our statement. We will be

hippy to *newer any questions you or members or your Subcommit-

tee have pertaining to our report.

11
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Senator Wraitint. On the last point that you raimod, I would
concur with the bottom line, the factual bottom line of the lack of
oversight, The options ere several. I suppoee you could put it in a
formal way in tM Department of Education and assign authority
to a unit of that Department. You could create an authorisation
situation, which presently I. lacking,

Moot programsat the very minimum, are authorised for 8 to 6
years at a time. They have to be reauthorized. I am not so sure if
that is what we should do, But I know that nothing in this world
should go unreviewed, no matter what the cost. N.... is debating
that I second. We are talking about close to a $100 llion of tax-
perms' money yearly. With the exception of budgetary review or
eppropriations review by my committee, these_programs hay, no
pi op= review at all. And the Appropriations Committee does not
have staff uniquely qualified to evaluate the program.

I do not want to pt the heavy-handed Fedoral Government all
over Gallaudet or NTIOLbut I do suspect that all of us, from GAO
and the Appropriations Committee, all of us have some responsibil-
ity to know what is going on with a 8100 million, putting it very
simply.

Mr. Gateau. I would agree.
Senator Mama. Your report did not draw any conclusions

about whether the costa were reasonable. Naturally, it would cost
more to educate a deaf student than a hearing student.

I wonder if it should be five to six times more, as you point out
in your report.

Nit.. (UMW& We have been giving a lot of thought to that ques-
tion in preparation for the hearing. I think, given the way that the
institutions have been developed, the minions that they have, I
think you could expect the costa to be higher for a variety of rea-
sons.

For example, certain ftinctions they have are rather unusual for
either a 2-year associate's program or a 4-year liberal arts school.
At Gallaudet they carry out a graduate program which, for an in-
stitution of ita size, ham to be very oostly. But I think there are a
couple of areas that could bear some firther scrutiny.

The plant and operations at Gallaudet are very herd to j
You can explain them by saying the cost per square foot is not dli-
ImIIr to other uniwreities or colleges of ita Wn, but it is a little

tougher to say that the number of square feet per student is justi-
fied. I also think based on discleasions we have had recently, that
everybody involved I. concerntd about the student-faculty ratios. I
think it is clearly going to have to be higher than a simftr school
for the hearing, but there are probably some possibilities for im-
provement that ought to be looked at.

Senator Woczza. You mean lower as far as the number of stu-
dents to the faculty/

Mr. GAINIR. Yes; other than that, based on the work we didwe
tried to look at a great number of types very quickly to prepare for
these hearingswe do not think we pinpointed any other cost
areas. I do think, thaigh, given the difference between those
schools and the comparable institutions, that some more attention
ought to be given to their costa.

2 4
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Senator %man, The staff indicate*, and your report indicated,
that the annual coot per student at California State College at
Northridge is less than onesthird the cost at Gal !nude,. A. I gather,
they supply the same type of education as Oallaudet,

Mr QAsNIS We did not review that institution in detail, They do
have, ae compared to Gallaudet, a host institution that probably
bears a lot or the basic costa for the State of California, We are
unable to esplabt the difference of $6,600, I guess, in Northridge,
there le 63,0® supplied by the State, $3,600 by the Federal Govern.
mint 'ler student, That still leaves you with $6(1,800 cs comPared
with the 224,000 at Gallaudet.

Ms. Euntrounut Ono difference In costs can be attributed to the
fact that the program at Northridge is a program within a larger
institution. It is not a comprehensive institution itself and, there.
fore, it does not incur such costs as research and public service
costs, which Gallaudet and NTID do incur.

Senator Wmataa. That is a big discrepancy.
Mr. Qum. I think one thing that we were unable to tell for

sure, and it came out in the discussions with NTID, Is the extant to
which some of the research hinds and functions of the university
may be obecured In the usual seven cost categorise that ars used by
institutions of higher education. For example. NTID believes that It
can back out from those catries an amount which I. attributable
to research which is larger than the amount that shows up_in the
cost breakout that we have. I should say though that it still does
not make that much difference. It may reduce the cost per student
by another couple of thousand dollars.

Senator MUM& I understand that both Gallaudet and NTID
admit students one time per year.

Based on your report, attrition rates at Gallaudet range from 11
to 26 percent in any 1 year. At NTID, attrition is about 38 percent
in any I year.

Now, I gather whatever the system, beds stay pretty MI at
NTID, but they do not at Gallaudet.

Does NTID have a system different where indeed students are
accepted throughout the 3tear, as opposed to Gallaudet?

Mr. MINIM I do not believe they do. Do we have that informa.
tion for NTID? I think they both operate the same way, but you
might be better off

Senator Macau. I will ask
Mr. CIADIZIL In dircussing that issue, the justification,

uniquenees of the program, and remedial and communications
aspects that both schools have to provide, it may make it difficult
to enter students in the middle of the school year. We did not delve
into that in great depth, but it looks like an area that might bear
some ffirther look lyy the schools, to see whether their policy is
really necessitated by the unilueness of their problem, or it is
something that they have not had to deal with because they have
not been forced to.

Senator %acme. I want to, first of all, thank GAO for its very
complete study of this matter. I think, at the very least, even
before any 1Wative change is being required, I am convinced of
one thing. Starting next year, next year's appropriations hearings,



I Wend to devote a day to NTID and tiallaudet and not have them
just cruieing in as part of a larger scenario.

Are there any other recommendations that yet* would like to
offer the committee as a result of your report?

Mr, MUNN, I do not believe we have any recommendations
I would suggest home areas that you might want to look at hir,

ther have your oversight hearings nest per.
One ven their cost per student as compared to other institu,

tions, I k the cost haus should continue to get some further at.
tention this par, and nest yew, and the year thereafter to make
sure that both institutions are doing as good a job as they con, This
is not to reflect on the operation,

ly went out and looked at both schools, and talked to
at some length, _and with the staff on the job. We are not

suggesting that these schools are not well run. The question is just
whether or not they are NI efficient as theg:kould be.

Another concern that arises when you_ at the 'Wis.
tics is minority participation at both institutionentludot WUge
and tam

Another question which we could not answer with the informs?
(Ion we had was whether the cost of tuition and the cost of travel
tends to be a rector in studente choice as to whether or not to go to
Oallaudet or NYLI:k or not to go at all. Students from the wept
coast going to NTID may have a travel barrier, and we could not
determine whether or not financial aid was really available to '-
body who wanted to to those schools.

I am sure that fffW and Gallaudet have a different view t
these items, but I think they are items that could beer anoth,
look.

Senator Wmount. Before you move on, yai alluded to the sit
don that you felt required a look at minorities.

What I. your indication there, that there is a lack of minoriti
at these two institutions?

Mr. GAMS. Well, at NTID there are only 2-percent black stu-
dents, and 4.8 minorities. Gallaudet has 20-percent minorities but
only 5-percent black.

Without some information to indicate that black students are
less likely to be hearing impaired, it just raises the question of
whether or not the outreach and the recruiting, or perhaps some
economic barrier is getting in the way of adequately serving minor-
ity students.

I am not giving you an answer. I am just saying it was a good
question that we were unable to pursue during the time that we
had for this study.

Another usstlon that I think might bear some look is the quo-
tion of f . students and whether or not they should be given
access to I udet at the same price as U.S. citizens. And, finally,
when you look at the effectivenese of both schools, the question of
employment, placement of graduates, ands=tracking of
those graduates to make sure that those _llaudet and
the Technical Institutethat they are having as strongimagotirg
as they can on employment bemuse I think that I. the
for both institutions.

26
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Senator WEICRER. What are your feelings on that? Have you
tried to track Jae thing out there after graduation?

Mr. GAINER. Well, we tried to deal with the statistics that they
had. Frankly, NTID's statistics were a little easier to use. They do
a better job of automating and keeping track of that kind of infor-
mation. But the pit cement rates, as I read them, are similar. They
are about 50 to 60 percan t, some place in that range, depending on
how you count. I think both schools can come up with a higher
number if they try, &pending on how they analyze their statistics.
But that excludes people who go into higher education, which is 20
to 30 percent in each case. But we do not know what happens to
those students after they complete their graduation. There is no
way to get a line on each graduate and what the employment rate
is after attending one of these schools.

Senator WEicKER. Do you not think you obliquely raised the
question as to travel costs? Both of these institutions are in the
East. Does it not also raise the question as to whether or not better
education in this area cannot be accomplished in a more diffuse
way; that is, the institutionalization concept, it seems to me, ap-
plies to the deaf as much as to anybody else. And is it not so that
the state of the art is such that maybe people are better off in get-
ting an education in California, Texas, and Illinois rather than be
focusing in on one institution?

Mr. GAINER. I wish we could answer that question, but we did
not try, and I think it is a very difficult question.

Hearing loss is a very profound handicap. And the communica-
tions skills of the studentof a student who goes to a place like
Northridge may be much better. They may have come out of the
mainstream traditbn to begin with, and I think it would take a lot
of sorting out to make E. judgment as to whether or not you could
replicate that model over the country and deemphasize these sorts
of programs. I just do not know.

Senator WEIMER. Because, indeed, the money that the Federal
Government spends on the deaf, what, 90 percent goeseducation-
al money-90 percent of this money goes to these two institutions.

Mr. GAINER. I think that is about right.
Senator WEICKER. The staff tells me 98 percent.
Mr. GAINER. And the a is really staggering.
Senator WEICKER. It does raise question as to what somebody

can do in their educational systew in California for $1 million. I
gather in the regional postsecondary period, this is going on.

Mr. GAINER. One question, I think, would have to be answered
there is what are the students like that are admitted to, say,
Northridge, or a school like that initially, and what kind of an edu-
cation do sy receive? What are their test scores when they leave
an education like that as compared to Gallaudet or NTID? And it
is just not clear what that cost-effectiveness ratio is.

One thing that we did not put into the report, though, which
gives a person pause when they look at the numbers, is that a Gal-
laud student may stay there 5 or 6 years at that postsecondary
level. Even if it costs less than $24,000 a year, it is still rather high.
Maybe you could back some of that cost out. Suppose you get it
down to $20,000 a year and say this is really what is spent on the

27-
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education component. You are talking about $20,000 a year for 6
years, and that is a lot of money.

And I think, as a public policy, there really should be a closer
look at this cost comparison between the mainstreaming approach
and the Gallaudet or NTID approach.

Senator WEICKER. Well, thank you very much. I appreciated your
testimony.

There will be other questions for submission in the record. I
know we have Ms. Will waiting to testify. I have a feeling that we
will be seeing you again next year, and thank you for your work.

Mr. GAINER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Responses of Mr. Gainer to questions submitted by Senator

Weicker followsl
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William J. Gainer response to Chairman Weicker's
questions related to June 11, 19:15, hearing on

Gallaudet and NTiD

Question:

At this point Gallaudet and NTID have a permanent

authorization. Most special education programs are euthorized

for 3 to 5 years at a time. In your opinion, what would be the

pro's and con's of putting Gallaudet and NTID on a similar

reauthorization schedule?

Our comment:

As we stated in our testimony, the Department of Educa-

tion's oversight of these institutions is limited to financial

and budgetary matters. The institutions are not uubjected to

any systemic or periodic review, with the exception of congres-

sional hearings such as.the Subcommittee periodically conducts.

The Advantage of authorizing Gallaudet and NTID for three to

fi), ,Atirs is that it would provide regular and periodic con-

gre4.1.onal oversight of the institutions. Such oversight would

(1) likely 1PJad to an increase in the institutions' accountabi-

lity for spending its appropriations effectively and in accord-

ance with congressional intent and (2) provide a mechanism for

the Congress to periodically fine tune the institutions' pro-

grams to adjust to changing circumstanceu over time. On the

other hand, short authorization periods puts an added stress on

the Congress' limited time which might argue for a five year

rather than the 3 year authorization.
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Guestioni

According to your report, Kendall Demonstration Elementary

School spends 3.4 million dollars in research and demonstra-

tion. That's over $18,000 per student per year in research and

demonstration. Does this seem unusual to you? For what exactly

is the $18,000 per child research expenditure used?

Our commenti

We reported that in school year 1983-84 the Kendall Demon-

stration Elementary School (KDES) spent 51 percent of its budget

for research and demonstration, which amounted to about $3.4

million or $17,000 per student. Research and demonstration are

responsibilities specifically legislated to KDES which other

institutions would not have, and such costs would not be

generally included in per student costs. Therefore, since

research is not related to the number of students, a per student

comparison of the costs with other institutions is not too mean-

ingful. According to information we subsequently obtained from

Gallaudet the following comprised KDES' research and demonstra-

tion expendituresi

--Curriculum development and evaluation. This component

made up 44 percent ($1,500,000) of KDES' research and

demonstration costs. This activity includes developing

and evaluating instructional materials and learning acti-

vities for hearing-impaired children, which are subse-

quently disseminated to educators of the deaf.

--Dissemination. This activity comprised 32 percent

($1,080,000) of KDES' research and demonstration costs.

Dissemination includes providing instructional materials,

periodical publications, and training and technical

assistance to academic professionals, administrators,

teachers, parents, and students throughout the nation.

--Research. Research costs comprised 14 percent ($482,000)

of ADES' research and demonstration expenditures. KDES'

research program is focused on early childhood develop-

ment of hearing-impaired children, family interactions,

and communication and literary skills. In addition,
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asseeement instruments for measuring educational achieve-

ment end social-emotional development ere developed and

disseminated nntiorally. In school year 1983-84, XDgS

was funding six ri4earch projects% (1) Annual Survey of

Hear.ng-ImpAited Children and Youth ($101,000), (2) Deve-

lopment ane Standardisation of the SAT-HI ($135,000), (3)

Neurohehaiioral Assessment of Deaf Children and Adoles-

cents (sse,000), (4) Follow-up of Infants at Risk for

nearing-Impairment ($48,000), (5) Interaction of Mothers

and Deaf Infants in the First Year of Life ($82,000), and

(6) Developing Literacy in 3- to 8-Year Old Deaf Children

($58,000).

--Diagnostic services. These costs made up 10 percent

($340,000) of IDES' research and demonstration expendi-

tures. Diagnostic services include developing diagnostic

methods, and providing professional assistance and con-

sultation to local education agencies. For example, the

diagnostic services program developed and disseminated

nationwide an auditory skills guide to help school dis-

tricts deal with auditory needs of hearing-impaired stu-

dents.

During the course of our review, we nttempted to compare

ROES' costs with costs at similar schools. However, we were

unable to identify any other day schools for the deaf that have

research programs. Therefore, we have no basis for comparing

RCM' research and demonstration costa in order to determine

their reasonableness.
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Senator WEICKER. Our next witness is Madeleine C. Will, Assist-
ant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services.

Madeleine, how are you? Go right ahead. I gather you are
pressed for time so why do you not start right off.

STATEMENT OF MADELEINE C. WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERV-
ICES, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS SKELLY, OFFICE OF PLAN-
NING, BUDGET AND EVALUATION
Ms. WILL I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before

the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped to participate in the
oversight hearings on the recent accomplishments and future direc-
tions of Gallaudet College and the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf [NTID], and to examine the role these institutions play in
services the Federal Government provides to our Nation's deaf stu-
dents.

I would like to trace briefly the history of education of deaf per-
sons in this countryas part of the broad picture of assessing where
we are and loking at future directions for these programs.

Historicay, organized postsecondary education of the deaf in
this country traces its origin to the establishment of Gallaudet Col-
lege in 1864. Gallaudet College was established, and continues to
be, the only national liberal arta college exclusively for deaf per-
sons in the world.

Following World War II, our society entered a new technological
era. This brought with it new and different jobs, and an increasing
need among your people for advanced training to fill these jobs. Ex-
isting higher education institutions expanded, and new colleges
emerged, as evidenced by the phenomenal growth of the 2-year
community college.

In the meantime, thousands of deaf young people were graduat,
ing from secondary educational programs each year. Some with the
aptitudes and interests for a liberal arts education continued to be
served by Gallaudet, and some were successful in regular college
programs without special services. Most, however, entered the em-
ployment marketplace directly upon graduation from secondary
programs.

During the late fifties and early sixties, educators, rehabilitation
workers, and deaf leaders became actively concerned about the
growing gap between vocational demands and training opportuni-
ties for deaf people, which was reflected in rising unemployment
and underemployment among deaf workers.

This led to passage of the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf Act in 1965, and the establishment of NTID as a national
postsecondary program for the deaf at Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology [RIT], in 1966. This program is currently serving approxi-
mately 1,300 deaf students from across the Nation.

Prior to 1975, Federal funds targeted for postsecondary education
of the hearing impaired had been limited to Gallaudet and NTID.
In addition to these two programs, in 1975, 41 non-federally funded
community colleges, technical and vocational institutes, and uni-
versities reported some sort of support programs for hearing im-
paired students. By 1982, that number had increased to 99. I am

32
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including in my statement charts that show first, 1982 figures for
nonfederally funded programs, and second, growth of postsecond-
ary programs for deaf students in the United Slates.

Since these programs were established by States rather than the
Federal Government, there was little interstate coordination and
little or no direct involvement on the part of professional organiza-
tions, uuch as the Conference of Executives of Ikmerican Schools for
the Deaf, or Federal agencies such as the Department of Education.

In the mid-1970's, Congress determined that it was necessary to
spread the Federal support to other geographical areas so that deaf
students could have the opportunity to attend programs and find
employment closer to home. Consequently, the Education for the
Handicapped Amendments of 1974 included an authorization for
the Regional Education Programs. The amendments established
three programs: California State University at Northridge, Seattle
Central Community College in Washington, and St. Paul Vocation-
al Institute in Minnesota, with specified sums to be allotted to
each. In the following year, 1976, the appropriation was increased,
and a program at Delgado College in New Orleans, LA, was added.
Also, both Senate and House reports accompanying the Education
of the Handicapped Amendments of 1977_ provided for the continu-
ation and expansion of the Regional F4lucation Programnow
known as Postsecondary Educational Programs for Handicapped
Personswith the stipulation that funding for model programs
serving other disabled populations would not be made at the ex-
pense of the existing programs serving the deaf.

In fiscal year 1983, a competition was held for the first time,
with three of the original four programs refunded. Delgado was re-
placed by the University of Tennesv o's Consortium. OSERS pres-
ently has oversight of these program&

None of NTID's budget comes from private sector donations. A
recent study done by GAO indicates several sources of revenue for
Gallaudet, including, among other sources, $4.850 million in other
Federal grant and contract dollars.

Federal costs for deaf students attending programs located on the
other campuses, according to our figures, cover an excess cost of
$3,000 and $3,500 per student. These two programs serve 750 stu-
dents at a total Federal investment of approximately $2.5 million.
The Federal dollars, in these instances, only purchase services in
excess of costs for nondisabled students.

As a result of the least restrictive environment, LRE, provisions
of Public Law 94-142, the percentage of hearing-impaired children
in public schools has increased while the percentage in residential
placements has decreased. The trend is toward education in nonse-
gregated settings. All disabled children, including deaf children,
are being educated in less restrictive environments. Although there
is a place for Gallaudet and NTID on the continuum of k. -1 vices of-
fered to deaf students, in light of current practice and trends, this
may be a good time to assess these programs and establish goals
that reflect current law and practice. The question seems to be
what kinds of programs are currently appropriate for the expendi-
ture of Federal dollars.

There is a concern that some of these federally funded "models"
or demonstrations programs are "out of step" with prevailing prac-
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tice and the least restrictive environment provision of Public Law
94-142. Both legislation and educational practico are shifting dra-
matically toward more integrated programs. For instance, only 26
percent of elementary and secondary deaf students now attend resi-
dential schools compared to 46 percent in 1970. Whatever gaps may
exist pose a special challenge as we continue to pursue movement
toward less segregated environments. As you know, I am exceed-
ingly optimistic about the values to be derived for each child from
placement in the least restrictive environment. It is our hope that
Congress will encourage this trend.

I would be pleased to answer questions at this time.
Senator WEICKER. Well, let us start right where you left off.
As you have indicated, since the passage of Public Law 94-142 10

years ago, mainstreaming handicapped children has been the goal
for special education, yet Gallaudet College, the Kendall Demon-
stration Elementary School, and the Model Secondary School for
the Deaf are all segregated schools.

Now, that certainly flies contrary to the state of the art, it seems
to me, the state of the law. Would you like to comment further on
that?

Ms. Wm. I think in the past few years we really have begun to
focus more and more attention on the least restrictive environment
provision. We are beyond the stage where we were involved in
basic implementation of the act, unable to target specific aspects of
the statute. We have, as we tried to implement the act, gained
greater knowledge about developing very good, high quality pro-
grams for handicapped students in the least restrictive environ-
ment. That is not to say that we have all the answers, but we do
feel that we have a much better, a more refined understanding of
how to provide services to even the most severely handicapped stu-
dents.

In addition, we are looking at the least restrictive environment
from the vantage point of the disabled person's entire life. We are
focusing on education, yes, but we are also focusing on employ-
ment, indeed, to provide services for the handicapped person to
function in the marketplace and live in the community along with
everyone else.

Senator MUMMA. Because these schools are segregated, I fmd it
very difficult to understand how they are going to serve as models
for the rest of the country. That is what they were initially intend-
ed to be, but I do not see where that can be.

Mr. &mum. There has been some evidence in the past couple of
years, sir, that the curriculums and skills are used by other schools
which are teaching those students in mainstream settings. This
past year, 22,000 copies of materials Model and Kendall had devel-
oped were provided to public students. They are maldng an effort
to develop materials that can be used for students in a mainstream
setting.

Certainly there are not going to be other schools like Model and
Kendall in the United States that get 100 percent of their funding
from the Federal Government. They are unique, and no other
school is going to be able to replicate that kind of funding or orga-
nization, but some of the things they develop can be used by public
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schools which, on occasion, pull students out from their regular
classes in order to give them special education,

Senator WINKER. Then that is a plus, if you will, in the sense of
these two institutions. I would repeat at this juncture what we are
trying to do here, as much as I appreciate Oallaudet and NTID,
certainly this committee, your department is for the deaf people all
ovar the United States in seeing that they get not just the best edu-
cation, but the greatest opportunities to become part of the main-
stream in the sense ofjobs and everything else after that,

Indeed, we may be segregating too much money and concentrat-
ing on too few students, when we ought to be more diffuse in our
activities. I am not criticizing Gallaudet or NTID, I think every-body.would agree in that what they do, there is none better, but Is
that reaching the deaf population in this country?

I might add I have no problemone thing that was raised in the
GAO report, the matter of foreign students at Gallaudet or NTID. I
have no problem with that. I think that the best thing thc United
States can do is to take our knowledge and expertise ar oispense
it to the world rather than what we do dispense to the world.

Mr. SKELLY. I should point out that fore4ri students in Gallaudet
do pay 50 percent more tuition than the American students at Gal-
lauciet.

Senator WICICKER. Why?
Mr. SKELLY. They have to pay a larger share of the cost to re-

ceive their education. They are not paying the total cost.
Senator %mum. Senator Nickles.
Senator McKim. What is the tuition at Gallaudet?
Mr. SKzux. The total tuition, room, board and fees is $4,600. The

tuition is approximately $2,200 for the American students; and for
foreign students, it is approximately $3,300.

Senator NICKLES. I was thinking it was almost, what, the cost per
student is $28,000?

Mr. SKELLY. The total cost is $23,000, but the students only pay a
fraction of that cost, as they do aL most institutions.

Senator McKim. The students pay what fraction? How much is
the tuition again?

Mr. SKELLY The tuition is approximately $2,200. The student's
share is approximately 25 percent, 20 to 25 percent of the costa are
paid by the student at Gallaudet College.

Senator NICKLES. And at the Rochester Institute, did I hear you
say that that was totally paid for by the Government?

Mr. SKELLY. No. NTM students also pay room and board, and
through the cooperation with Gallaudet, it is approximately the
same. It is slightly higher because Gallaudet's costs are lower. Still
approximately 25 percent.

Senator McKim. Thank you.
Senator WEICKER. When Congress reauthorized the Special Edu-

cation Programs in 1984, emphasis was given to expanding Region-
al Postsecondary Programs to the handicapped.

How many of these programs are currently funded for the deaf
and at what level?

Ms. WILL. There are four postsecondary institutions. They serve
a total of 750 students, and the expenditure is $2.5 million.

Senator WEICKER. 750 students in each one of these four?
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Ms. WILL The total,
Senator WICIAKICR. Total?
Ms, Wm., Yes, They serve an average of WO to 250 students

each. And the total fiscal investment is $2,5 million, They provide
special tutoring, note taking, interpreters' services and special
counseling_ in these institutions.

I think I mentioned in my testimony the cost of these programs
averaged between $8,000 to $8,500 per student,

Senator WZICKILIL What is the estimate as to the numbers of deaf
college age people? I believe that about 8,000 deaf children are
born each year, which would result in about 12,000 college age deaf
students at any one timeis that right?

Ms. Wm,. There are 74,289 studenta in the category of hearing
impeded in the elementary and secondary school systems.

Mr. SKELLY, Between 8,000 to 12,000 students of college age.
Senator %masa. How many of the elementary and secondary?
Ms. WILL I do not know what the percentage of that is. We horve

4.2 million children in special education; 74,000 would be hearing
imparted,

Senator WEICKER. Well, it seems to me we are spending a &pro-
portionate amount of money on that nut.Aber of students, Am I
right or wrong about that when it comes to Gallaudet and the re-
gional programs?

Mr. .Sxzum. Right. Among those six institutions, the Federal
Government would be providing funding for approximately 4,000 of
the 8,000 to 12,000 students of college age who are deaf,

Senator WEicxxx. At what cost?
Mr. SKELLY. Well, as you indicated, it runs for the Federal share

between $8,500 and
Senator WEICKER. No. Total dollars. $92 million?
Mr. SKELLY Approximately $92 million.
Senator WEICHER. Now, what is out there for everybody else?

How many numbers do we have left out there who are of college
age?

Mr. SKILLY There are approximately 12 million students in at-
tendance at college.

Senator Mamma. No. Of those who are hearing impaired.
Mr. SKELLY. Anywhere from another 4,000 to 8,000 hearing im-

paired.
Senator WEICKER. And what is out there for them dollar wise?
Mr. SKELLY. They can get other Federal student aid to attend

programs for hearing students. If they do not have a profound loss,
they could get along well at a hearing institution, and they would
not want to go to this kind of school.

Senator WEICKER. Well that 4,000 to 8,000 has far less of a pot to
turn to than the other 4,000.

Mr. SKELLY. The students
Senator WEICICICR. Make it clear to me. I do not mean to confuse

you. As I understand it, we have 4,300 students getting $92 million.
I have got another 4,000 to 8,000 students over here just as much
hearing impaired as part of the 4,000 in these 6 institutions. Is that
right?

Mr. SKELLY. Yes.
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Senator We losest. What do they have available to them dollar
wise?

Mr, SaNLLY. They probablytheir hearing is not as severely ar.
fueled as those who attend these other institutions. I cannot prove
that. Their handicap is not am groat if they are not going to these
institutions in general.

Senator Waicxa, You are certain about that?
Mr. SKEAN. I cannot tall you the decibel level that of the 8,000 to

12,900 how many--
Senator %mom. IAt me ask you what is available to them

dollar wise? We know $92 million is available to these. What is
available to these over here?

Mr. SULLY. Well, they have available to them all student aid, all
the vocational rehabilitation aid.

Senator WRIcalta. I assume Student Aid Programs are available
for people to go to Gallaudet?

Mr. SKILLY. Yes.
Senator WRICUR. So what I am saying is what do we have in the

Federal pot for these other 8,000 to 12,000, equating that with
going to the others to go to the institution?

Mr. SKILLY. We would not have anything available comparable
to that.

Senator WICICIOCR. I want to make sure that they have the same
opportunity as

Mr. SEILLIf. We do make sure that the students have an opportu-
nity to attend a college if that is what is best suited for them.

Senator %mica. You know what we are running into here is
that this was all set up at a time when concepts were different,
population distribution was different, how one viewed deafness and
what caused it was different, and basically we are dealing with a
systemhow old is Gallaudet?

Mr. SKILLY. 128 years.
Senator Wztatza. We are dealing with a system, not just the in-

stitution, but with a system, since the Federal Government is the
one supplying 100 percent of the financing. It is a Federal system.
And if toy we started from scratch, we would not institute this
system, would we? Would that be a safe statement, that if today we
started at this problem of postsecondary education and making the
philosophical assumption which I am sure the administration
would not make, that if the Federal Government is going to go
ahead and handle this project, we would not institute this system?

Would you agree with me on that?
Ms. WILL. I am not sure. It would not be our first preference. We

would certainly think about supporting students in their locale if
we could.

Senator WEICKER. I think we would have a variety of options
open to us, both in terms of geography, in terms of institutions, in
terms of programs. I do not think it would be centralized in two
places. That is my concern. I think the state of the art is changing.

Would you like to see Gallaudetwould you like to see Gallaudet
and perhaps NTID under your jurisdiction now?

Ms. WiLL. I think there are a variety of options available which
would give OSERS programmatic oversight wer Gallaudet. We
have very little connection with Gallaudet, as I am sure you know,
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in looking at annual reports, The Department does the fiscal ac-
counting, and the Inspector Ooneral's office audits; but in terms of
research priorities, evaluation of products, and dissemination of
products, there is no formal relationship with Oallaudet and NTID,

Senator WRICKNIC I want to make ono point clear in the course of
this hearing.

I do not ltave any questions with regard to the integrity of Dal-
laudet or NTID. What concerns me is not the integrity nor the es-
penis* nor the competence of these institutions, I am Just begin-
ning to get the feel it is sort of out of whack of what the total
system ought to be in terms of delivery of services, That is my
problem.

Ms, WiLie. Senator, you have to remember that Gallaudot is a lib-
eral arta college. We think of it u a school for the deaf, which, of
course, it is, but it is also a liberal arts college, The Department
would not ordinarily think of mandating curriculum content, or
looking at training programs, and so forth, but the research pro-
pam perhaps could be reviewed, or evaluated by the Department.
But we want to be very carefIll that our Federal role is not an in-
trash's one.

Senator WZICK211, Madeleine, I know you have another appoint-
ment on the House side, I have ftirther questions to submit for the
record.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
(Responses of Ms. Will to questions submitted by Senator

Weicker followsl
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Contributions to the field of postsecondary education
for deaf students by NTID have been made since its
inception. NTID first printed notetaking copybooks
with pressure-sensitive paper, facilitating the
notetaking process. More recently, an NTID staff
member, developed a manual for the training of note-
takers and has made presentations on the topic at
regional workshops, some of which were hosted by the
four centers for deaf students. NTID personnel have
presented at California State University at Northridge
and at Seattle Community College's program for deaf
students on the topic of Job Placement for Deaf
Students.

One of NTID's most significant contributions to
improving education of the deaf is a technique
developed at NTID to assess deaf students' hearing
loss.

Gallaudet College, through its National Academy, has
hosted activities which relate to the postsecondary
programs, in the areas of interpreting and mental
health. Staff members from the four centers have
either participated in or given presentations at these
workshops/colloquia.

Currently, admissions personnel in the four centers
engage in informal telephone communication with their
counterparts at Gallaudet and NTID about potential
students and possibilities for transfer students.

Senator WEICKER. Our next witness is Jerry C. Lee, president of
Gall audet College.

It is nice to have you with us, Dr. Lee. I remember a very brief
appearance about 2 months ago. You were awaiting the birth of a
baby at the hospital. I assume that all went smoothly.

Dr. LEE. Yes, it did, Senator. He is 6 weeks old and doing well.
Senator WEICLEA. Incident ly, we have with us today as our sign

language interpreters Francis Burton and Janet Bailey with S&L
Associates. It is nice of them to perform that function for us.

Jerry, why do you not go ahead, and your statement will be
placed in the record. You may proceed in any way you see fit.

STATEMENT OF JERRY C. LEE, PRESIDENT, GALLAUDET
COLLEGE

Dr. LEE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Gallau-
det College is pleased to appear before this subcommittee today and
I welcome the opportunity to discuss its programs and services. In
particular, I would like to share with the subcommittee some
thoughts regarding the status of and future plans for Gallaudet
College.

This year has been one of extensive review for the college. As
you know, we worked with the General Accounting Office during
its review of our programs throughout the latter half of 1984. I can
assure the subcommittee that the GAO report reflects a fair, accu-
rate, and comprehensive evaluation of the college's programs, the
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constituencies it serves, and the costs. I want to personally com-
mend the GAO auditors assigned to this review for their profes-
sionalism.

As you Inv-, also know, I met with the staff of this subcommittee
throughout tin, summer and fall of 1984, as often as twice a month.
Their thorough study of the college's progams is to be commended,
and I want to thank Dr. Levitt, Ms. congleton and Dr. White for
this effort and for the guidance whiali resulted from it. As a new
president, I am sure that the GAO report and the support provided
by this subcommittee will continue to be of enormous value to me
in the years ahead.

Along vv.th these external reviews, the college has also undertak-
en an extone*.e self-evaluation. The focus has been on reaffirming
our commitment to proven programs and developing others of high
quality that will be delivered in the most cost-effective and re-
source efficient manner. Our aim continues to be of service to an
increasingly broad segment of the deaf and hearing impaired com-
munity, and to do so in ways which support significant improve-
ment in the quality of their lives.

Since my assumption of the presidency a little over a year ago,
this review has intensified. The largest single effort has been the
development of a program master plan which will be ready for im-
plementation this fall. We have also completed major studies of
academic program quality, enrollment management, and alumni
affairs. These and other planning activities have helped Gallaudet
move with increasing aggressiveness toward achievement of its
multipurpose mission.

Without question, the investment of the Federal Government in
Gallaudet has been significant. Effective support has been provided
for 121 years, and this shared commitment to the deaf people of
this Nation is, of course, reflected in many ways. Gallaudet's physi-
cal facilities, for example, are exemplary and are comprised of two
campuses located in Washington, DC, approximately 60 buildings,
108 acres, and a plant value of nearly $200 million.

This investment, which includes an annual appropriation ap-
proaching $60 million per year, has assisted Gallaudet in offering
programs in over 30 fields of study which result in associate of arts,
bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees being awarded to deserv-
ing students. Further, the college also has research and demonstra-
tion programs at the elementary and secondary level. These two
national demonstration schools provide direct instruction to ap-
proximately 600 students per year.

It is important today to indicate the return on this investment. It
is severalfold. The most obvious is the substantial return in terms
of the educational level of our deaf community, which far exceeds
that of any country of the world, and for which Gallaudet is largely
responsible.

Two-thirds of all deaf college graduates in this country have a
G allaudet degree.

Forty-two percent of Gallaudet's graduates obtain advanced de-
grees compared to a national norm of 18 percent.

Eighty-four percent of the Model Secondary School graduates
pursue a postsecondary education.
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Additionally, there has been an exceptional return as demon-
strated by the employability of Gallaudet'El graduates:

Two-thirds of all deaf individuals holding high-level professional
positions have Gallaudet degrees.

Ninety-three percent of our 1984 graduates were placed in jobs or
graduate training programs.

Unemployed rates for Gallaudet graduates of 3 to 5 percent are
significantly below the national average.

Over 350 employers participate in a nationwide cooperative
training program with Gallaudet, suggesting an increasing accept-
ance of Gallaudet students.

We have recently compiled the results of a nationwide survey of
Gallaudet's graduates. From this information, one can further de-
termine that the return to the Nation from its investment is quite
favorable.

Male graduates' median personal income is $23,500 versus
$28,100 nationally.

Female graduates' median personal income is $17,500 versus
$14,700 nationally.

The median salary of male graduates working full time is $24,000
while his hearing counterpart earns $31,800.

The median salary of female graduates working full time is
$19,000 compared to her hearing counterpart at $20,251.

Graduates' median family income is $30,000 versus a national av-
erage of $25,300.

We are aware of and sensitive to the fact that quality programs
are achieved at a high cost. Thus we have focused our efforts on
becoming more resource efficient. We have implemented a number
of resource controls which include:

Reducing personnel by nearly 200 positions; competitively bid-
ding 85 percent of purchases; maintaining a 3-percent student loan
default rate compared to a national average that has always been
over 10 percent; and reducing facilities and equipment expenses by
$1 million, as cited in the GAO report.

We have also taken positive and increasingly successful steps at
developing private resources by:

Establishing the Gallaudet Foundation; raising $1.2 million in
1985; and entering into arrangements with private industry for
loaned executives, joint study programs, computer equipment
grants, and building renovation support.

Our view of the future is, of course, that Gallaudet will continue
to emphasize its instruction, research, and service commitment to
its deaf constituencies. In terms of instruction, our major objectives
include:

Offering high quality educational opportunities consistent with a
university approach; diversifying these opportunities beyond the
baccalaureate level; and offering new programs without dramati-
cally increasing the base budget.

Consistent with this philosophy, Gallaudet's new directions fit
within a university structure and offer the following additional
educational opportunities:

Nondegree programs; a broader range of associate of arts degree
programs; a new school of management; increased offerings
through the Washington Consortium of Universities; and new grad-
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uate programs in professional areas of deto,mstrated need, for ex-
ample, mental health counseling and educational computing.

These new programs, as w .11 as existing (Mk% must meet ena-
bling criteria of a compreher: we evaluation process. Each program
plan will include outcome standards for its students, and proce-
dures for quality and cost assessments as well.

Gallaudet must also continue to uphold its public service commit
ment. Currently, through the college and its three regional centers,
Gallaudet serves an additional 40,000 participants per year. This
comes at a cost-effective rate approximating $80 per participant.

During fiscal year 1986, Gallaudet will expand its regional center
network by increasing the number of centers to five. This network
will deiver many of Gallaudet's programs throughout the country.
Our immediate goal is a 25-percent increase in extension programs
at a level of 50,000 participants.

As one of the few institutions that conducts deafness related re-
search, Gallaudet will continue to focus its efforts on useful and ef-
fective studies. The traditional orientation has been applied social
science research related to accommodation to deafness, but new di-
rections will achieve a more appropriate balance that emphasizes
prevention and restoration research as well. Considering or ly the
impact on the two million profoundly deaf Americans, these re-
search programs are conducted at a relatively inexpensive $1.02
per person.

With its model secondary and elementary programs, Gallaudet
has a special mission to achieve. Its research and demonstration
mandate must result in a positive influence on the lives of all deaf
children, whether they be in center school or Liainstream pro-
grams. The accomplishments are worth citing.

Eleven thousand deafness-related professionals, parents and stu-
dents participating in training seminars over the past several
years; 22,000 cocurricular products distributed to center school and
mainstream programs each year; and 11,500 subscribers to profes-
sional and stuient journals.

However, new services are on the immediate horizon which
promise even greater levels of support, particularly to the public
school teachers with hearing-impaired students in their classrooms.
These new initiatives include:

Distributing curricula and deafness-related information via com-
puter linkages; evaluating and distributing information on effective
computer-assisted instruction; and improving the achievement level
of high school graduates who aspire to college entrance through a
short-term postsecondary development program.

In summary, Gallaudet serves a national and international audi-
ence of hearing impaired persons and trains professionals, both
hearing and deaf, who work with them. Gallaudet's commitment
increasingly is to offer the widest possible range of educational op-
portunities to all its constituencies. To do less would be to retreat
from public trust. The college will continue to reach out through
new academic programs, through its regional centers, through re-
search and through technology. Gallaudet recognizes its responsi-
bility as a national resource and gladly accepts the challenge of of-
fering programs and services in the most effective manner.
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Thank you very much, I will be happy to respond to any ques-
tions you may have.

Senator WEICKER. First of all, I want to thank you for working so
closely with the committee over the past several months, You have
been very helpful.

I know you are aware of the rapid decline in the number of deaf
students graduating from self-contained residential schools and a
corresponding increase in deaf students graduating from main-
streamed programs in public high schools because much of that
data is based on Gallaudet research.

What implications does that have for the self-contained elemen-
tary and secondary school model demonstration programs at Gal-
laudet?

Dr. LEE. During the past few years, our research products have
been demonstrated throughout the country, and we believe it is im-
portant that we continue to provide these services nationally, espe-
cially since we see the decline in residential programs and an In-
crease in mainstream students.

Senator WEICKER. Gallaudet and the model secondary schools, as
well as the school for the deaf, both have been underenrolled in the
last few years. Gallaudet has 250 empty beds per year.

Why are the programs not full?
Dr. LEE. This fall, Senator, we have the largest enrollment in our

history. This approaching fall, we expect to be within range of full
capacity.

In the wey of background, Gallaudet has beds for about 1,560 stu-
dents. A 111.?" years ago, the college asked the Congress for funds to
build a dormitory in anticipation of a rubella wave. At about that
time, the college discovered that it had an opportunity to acquire
the former Majorie Webster Finishing School in Northwest, DC,
which houses about 350 students. The college received that campus
without consideration from the Federal Government. As a result of
that, we increased our beds by about 200 above what we had ex-
pected in the way of an enrollment increase. We did not build a
new dormitory.

Similarly, we are seeing about 30 to 35 percent of our students
prefoTing to live off campus. This fall, we expect that the majority
of the 150 beds that are empty will be full by the increase in our
enrollment.

Senator WEICKER. Now, let me just get this clear.
You have your campus, its dormitories. In addition, you received

the Marjorie Webster School, which I gather is not contiguous to
your property.

Dr. LEE. No, sir. It is about a 22-rdnute drive.
Senator WEICKER. Which has its dormitories.
Dr. LEE. Yes.
Senator WEICKER. And that figure is included in the figure that I

am citing here?
Dr. L. Yes.
Senator WEICKER. Why do you not get rid of the Marjorie Web.

ster campus?
Dr. LEE. Those beds are full. These are prep students who spend

1 year in preparation before transfer over to the college.
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Similarly, we have spent about $8 million in renovation of that
property. It provides us with an opportunity to develop those stu-
dents who we believe can gain admittance to the freshman class of
Gallaudet. It is a separate program.

Similarly, we see, with the increase in enrollment, we are going
to fill those beds. If we go to an enrollment of approximately 2,500,
we are going to need those beds and more.

Senator WEICKER. You have heard everybody, GAO, Madeleine
Will, myself, all question the state of your university as compared
to the state of the law and the state of the education for the handi-
capped in this country.

I would like to have you respond to what you have heard.
Dr. LEE. I am in agreement with basically what I have heard this

morning. Let me just share with you the information that I have
acquired within the last year of being President.

There are approximately 5,000 deaf students who graduate annu-
ally from the secondary school programs. Of that 5,000 students,
the median twiding level is slightly above the third grade. Similar-
ly, there was a test study done by 'Preston. They tested four groups,
the visually impaired, the hearing impaired, students with learning
disabilities, and physically handicapped. The students with the
hearing impairment scored the lowest on this test. Of that group of
students, about 94 percent of them lost their hearing before the age
of three, and this group of students really suffer in isolation with
respect to language because of that low reading level. We see a
high percentage of this group at Gallaudet.

Many of these students have the intelligence capability to score
higher in reading levels as those in mainstream programs. With a
note taker and interpreter they can compete and be successful in
most colleges and universities in this country. However, those who
are profoundly deaf need a high depee of support in order to make
the system as I described earlier. The spend 4 to 5 years at Gallau-
det. They graduate, and they earn jobs.

If we take that/support away, or spread it nationally, somebody
is going to have to pick up that cost of working with these stu-
dents. l3ut their ieading level is so far back that it is not going to
be cost feasible. Gallaudet has the resources to work with these
students in order to get them up to the level so they can achieve a
degree.

Senator WEICKER. Directors of the four regional programs claim
that the students that they enrolled are just as hearing impaired,
have lower academic skills at entrance, have more secondary
handicaps and yet, in spite of these greater obstacles, they claim
employment placement rates that are just as high as yours but at a
fraction of the cost. And these programs are now turning down stu-
dents because they are full.

What is your response to that?
Dr. LEE. I am not familiar with the students they receive. I know

what we have at Gallaudet. I do not know the level of students
that they are talking about. I just do not know.

I did have an opportunity, by the way, to visit California State
University at Northridge [CSUN] last week and see their program.
And, they do an excellent job out there. But it is a world apart
from Gallaudet. They have about 194 students, they graduated
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about 32 this year, and they are housed in essentially three tempo-
rary facilities. They participate in the mainstream of that universi-
ty which I think has about 28,000 students. And the students that I
met, they are able to compete at CSUN and meet the initial re-
quirements as other students.

Students at Gallaudet are scoring on the reading level at the
fourth or fifth grade, so I do not know how you reconcile it.

Senator WEICKER. Well, I just asked counsel, these four institu-
tions get $2.5 million and Gallaudet gets $40 million. That's quite a
difference.

Let me ask a question in a different area. Could MSSD and Ken-
dall School accept multiply handicapped students, that is, deaf and
retarded, to fill the empty slots?

Dr. LEE. Yes, they could accept deaf children with other handi-
caps. They could and we believe they should.

Senator WEICKER. Why are 35 percent of Gallaudet applications
rejected if there are so many openings?

Dr. LEE. It is part of our admissions requirements. Annually we
receive about 2,000 applicants for enrollment at Gallaudet College.
About 85 percent are able to pass our admissions test, and we wind
up with about 30 percent of that. Thirty percent of the 2,000 that
apply eventually make it to Gallaudet. Some of the review of the
discussions we had with the staff, in the process of changing our
admissions requirements, we are going to convert to the standard
achievement test and use that as a base to make a determination
about these students.

Senator WEICKER. I have no further questions. I might have
other questions for response in the record.

[Responses of Dr. Lee to questions submitted by Senator Weicker
follow:]
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Question; I know you are well aware of the rapid decline in
the number of deaf students graduating from self-contiViRi
lierfferErirliafiras,aoWEW-7Tiresiialtisj increase in deaf studefte
graduating from machitTialed programs in public high schools,
Eiause much of that data is based on Gallaudet researoh. As more
a more asa stuaents at e meinstream programs n g sc 7:577
do you anticipate problems attracting enough students to Gallaudet?

Answer: Although there has been a significant shift from
residential school placement to mainstream placement, Gallaudet does
not anticipate that it will experience difficulties in maintaining
its enrollment level. In fact, Gallaudet expects an increase of 100
students this upcoming academic year (1985/1986) and believes it
will maintain a range of its enrollment of 2,000 to 2,500 students
throughout the rest of the decade.

Gallaudet has always drawn a significant percentage of its

enrollees from mainstream settings. Indeed, many of the College's
graduates attended public school systems throughout their elementary
and secondary years before caning to Gallaudet. With the shift to
mainstream programs, Gallaudet expects to draw an increasing share
from these settings.

There is no dispute that distributing information to the
residential schools and communicating with their students about
Gallaudet's programs is a less complex process than communicating
with those students in the thousands of pdblic school systems around
the country. Gallaudet has been improving its enrollment management
function to ensure that all deaf children interested in a

post-secondary pursuit have the opportunity to e eider Gallaudet's
programs.

Question: In your testimony before the Appropriaticns
Sdbcommittee, you documented numerouR cmiE-iFirng measures in the
last 2 years wnich resulted in substantiRl savinsia without impairing
program cemlity, I commend you for those actemplishments. Those
cost saving neasures were imPaemented after '75'e data on which the
GAO report was based. How would you guel that your cost per
student figures have changed as a result?

Answer: The cost per student as calcf.eted by the General
Accounting Office (GAO) is derived by dividing the total budget by
the total number of full-time equivalent students. Since 1982, the
year that the GAO measured, the College's budget and its enrollment
have increased by 21 percent. During this same time frame, the cost
per student has remained relatively stable, that is, significantly
below the cumulative rate of inflation.

The College has embarked on a resource efficiency program since
1982 that has allowed it to absorb inflationary cost increases in
certain cost categories without increasing the category's cost per
student. This has been particularly true in the cost areas of
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research, inatitutional auticIrt and phyeical plant eporatione.

Alternatively, the COiloge hao boon able to channel these vest
savings into ensuring that 41$4,..it Iducational and student supcort
areas have boon adequaWy funded to handle an increasing
reaidential enrollment.

Question: Do you anticipate more cost saving mos:wren in the
future?

Answers The Coliege is committed to a program of continuing
resource efficiency. In fact, one of the major therms of the
College's Master Plan woich will bo implemented this Fall, is a
campus-wide commitment to resource and cost-effectiveness. On
campus, this theme har been reduced to a simple attitude: doing
more with less.

Over the course of tt , next few years, the College expects to
achieve even greater c..'ficiencies that offer the ability to abscrb
non-discretionary cost Alcreases (e.g., utilities, food service),
and to free up existing resources in order to pursue new programs.
Specific areas of concentration will include the following:

1. The implementation of a cost measurement information system
that tracks and identifies programmatic costs in specific
areaa,

2. A revicw of the administrative staff to achieve further
position reductions,

3. The conversion of selected Pre-C011ege faculty positions to
staff to avoid the long term investment of tenure,

4. The enhancement of revenue-producing folnctions (e.g., peblic
rvicee, deafness-related lite..ature and prrie:ts) which
defray costs,

5. The use of in-house physical plant personnel to perform
required retRoations,

6. The installation ani use of labor-saving administradve and
instructional support systems and equipment,

7. The use of existing TV technology resources and delivery
4stems Pliblic Broadcasting Stations) to :Ripply

instructional and dOafness-related programming to a wider
array of the (1,4af population without incurring the
traditional delivcry costs (e.g., tzavel, facilities rental,
etc.)

(211:3rion: Huw will those savings be used to strengthen your
current
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Anewort Oallaudet haa endeavored over the past few yeara to
absorb inflationary cost increases through coat efficiency v.p_asuree
ao that Ito current instructional offerings could be maintained 4n1
new programa could be established. One of the best rumples of thia
approach haa been in the television production area where now
programs, and an academic mrior, have bean developed within the
previous budget. Thin is wi exciting curricular area for deaf
students that will lead to the attainment of highly marketable
skills.

Overall, Gallaudet's Master Plan defines the "strength" that it
hopes to achieve. That is, to become a comprehensive university
offering a variety of educational opportunities to a broad segment
of the deaf population. Those opportunities will be expanded to
include a broadening of post :secondary pursuits at the certificate
and associate of arts levels. Further, the College will continue to
enhance its graduate training programs that have graduated many of
the nation's deafness-related teachers and professionals. Finally,

the funding of this plan will be through (1) a "continuation of the
College's resou a efficiency program, (2) a re-allocation program
that channels p....sting resnuues towards new applications and (3)

the development of private sepport.

Question: As you know( t:s% number of formally or anized post
oeconda_c_p_ploratifortdheeel' has increased s qn ycant in the
pas years. Because of your mandate for outreach and technical
assistance,you must be called on frequently to assist these
programs. What specific types of assistance do you_provide, and
what specific programs have you worked with in the past years?

Answer: Gallaudet is actively involved with other programa
around the country that sprve deaf students. And, as these programe
have multiplied over the past 15 years, these efforts have
intensified. By 11 large, Gallaudet is called upon to provide
assistance in the following areas:

1. Curriculum development
2. Instructinal techniques
3. Student support services
4. Technical applications

With respect to curriculum development, Gallaudet has over 120
years of experience in developing a liberal arts curriculum that
leans toward graduates skilled in their chosen field of study as
well as in the general humanities.

Gallaudet has also vigorously studied the instructional
techniques that work in a classroom of deaf students and its
research is widely published and applied by teachers of deaf
individuals around the country.

Gallaudet has also devoted a significant degree of resources
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toearda the aveilability of academic and arulent support pervious.
FOr example. professionals in the field ot.on c411 upon Callaudet'a
counseling center to seek advice on td,es academic, social and
emotional considerations of teaching deaf ohildren.

Finelly, the College has com.ked itself to applying
technology to the instruction of demf inl :Admits and evaluating its
effectiveness. In this regard, Gallaucet has explored the use of
television, videotape, audiological and lomputer technologies in the
classroom and is regularly called von to advise (*her programa 0n
the use of these tochnologiea.

Questions Wheitemlacjaramessve_you wotked with in the
past year?

Answer: The College rece'tves requests for assistance from a
variety of programs in the United States an abroad. The requests
are sometimes less complex in nature and are handled quite
effectively by the appropriate units wit:1:n Gallaudet College or by
its National Information Center. The National Information Center
responds to 10,000 request's for information on a variety of
deafness-related subjects ear'' year from programs, teachers and
professionals throughout the Unsted States.

There is often more complex requests for assistance requiring a
more formal approach. Dcamples of programs in this regard include
the North Carolina Consortium of 19 colleges and universities and
the University of Notre Dams. Efforts in North Carolina were aimed
at helping these programs to employ the Englie =cuter -assisted
instruction materials developed and successfully o;-.' Callaudet.
These materials are drill and practice routines ev, to augment
a deaf student's skills in the area of Ent -WNW; a
traditional weakness of profoundly deaf individualt

Efforts at the University of Notre Dans have teen .n the area
of instructional advice. Similar efforts hen . also been conducted
through Gallaudet's National Academy and la regional centers
located in California, massachusetts and sense:3. These centers,
hosted by community colleges, serve as regior 1 hubs to offer
training programs for profesionals working with .he deaf. In t.

cost-effective manner, the training graduates of Oope programs ge
on to train others throughout these reytons.

Question: Will your assistance to such progre m,. cil-ge in the
next few years and, if so, how?

Answer: The College hopes to expand its ability to assist
these programs through its regional center concept and through the
outreach efforts of its individual units. Gallaudet will establish
two additional centers, most likely in the southeast and Southwest,
to offer additional service delivery locations. The regional center
concept has proved to be a cost-effective way for deafness-related
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profeesionals to procure training from gallaudet without having to
incur the expense of traveling to and lodging in Waehington, P,P,

Oallaudot also expecte its individual unite to continue to

reach out and assist other programa and professionals et an

increasing rate. Tor xample, Gellaudet's Semaarch Institute hae
set goalm for itself to establish and maintain an increased nunber
of collaborativa relationships with other progrens to ensure that
reseerch results can be translated into easily underatood prectices
in the field.

Question: What are the mines of other. t socetillaxrcarena

withwtx_m_e o5L_nowrma ar cu a on moronTO

Ammer: Gallaudet has or is in the process of finalising
articulation agreement@ with the following schools:

California State University, Northridge
Northridge, California

Wmtgonery College
Rockville, Maryland

Mt. Aloysius Junior College
Cresson, Pennsylvania

Waubonsee Community College
Sugar Grove, Illinois

Seattle Central Community College
Seattle, Washington

Western Piedmont Matnunity College
morgentown, North Carolina

Los Angeles Pierce College
Woodland Hills, California

Howard County Jr. College
Big Spring, Texas

Ohlone College
Fremont, California

Johnson County Community College
Overland Park, Kansas

Northern Essex Canmunity College
Haverhill, Massachusetts

Question: How many transfer students were there among the
students who entered your program in the Fall of 1984?
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Mow; OallauJet cmlleqo had 165 traneter etmdente enroll in
the Fall of 1904.

Queationi From whtt,achuule_didtbey

Ammer; The following table shows
of atihlente who transferred to Oallandet

School

moot frw9mtly_tranater.?

the 'schools and the number
trum each echooll

Number of Transfers

NTID 61
HOward County Jr. College 12
St. Louis COmmunity College 7
Northern Essex COmmunity C011ege 2

Northern Va. Canmunity College 7

Riverside City College 6
Srowerd Canmanity C011ege 7
California State University Northridge 6
Northwestern Conn. College 6
Western Piedmont College 4
Seattle COmmunity College 9
Miami-Dads COommity Cbllege 4

Nhubonses Community Collegg- 5
Johnson County Ctmmunity C011ege 10
MOntgomery College 6
P.O. Canmunity College 6
Ctlone College 5
L.A. Pierce College 5
Mt. Aloysius Jr. College 1

Iowa Western Ommunity College 3
Madonna College 3
Golden West C011ege 6
St. Mary's Jr. College 1

Western Maryland Cammanity College 3

II3-
Question: During FY 1985, 221 foreign stvdents are attending

Gallaudet college. Preame provide the Subcommittee with a breakdown
showing_fram what countries these students come.

Anwar: The following list indicates the countries from which
Gallaudet's international students cane:

Argentina Malaysia
Australia Mexico
Bahamas New Zealand
Bangladesh Nigeria
Belgian Pakistan
Canada Philippines
China Portugal
Costa Rica Russia
Czechoslovak Sierra Leone
Denmark Singapore
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Kthiopia Booth Africa
#101000 Nein
WA t (0111%2

arftat Br i tot t *widen
Konj %Weir Writ

India Taiwan
Iran Tanoonia
Wool Uganda
Jamaica Vietnam

tambiaJapan
Jordan
Konya
Kor04
LitiOrla

Westiont ln_r_Nr_t_ostiLeany,, _you _.tel_tha ."721_000

ea-curricular ..111-CarrotrighlZioria- proMi

_

rip.c.n, ir+7F:F:jel_adWiii,
oost, T any, o . o. 1110 OdOCte.

Anwar The Pm-College programs publish woo than 200
separate titles and distribute over 20,000 issuances each year tro
programs, teachore and students throopout the country. Based on
lifetime distribution figure*, thw following title' have boon the
most frequently distritytodi

Title

1. Meadow/Keniall
Social-Emotional
Assessment Inventory
Manual ($11.00) 4nd
Forms ($2.00 per 10 forms) 22,125

2. KDES Curriculum Guide
Series ($6.95 to $29.95) 2,605

3. MSSD Course Overviews
($8.50 to $9.95) 3,675

4. Survival Skills
($17.95) 991

Total Distribution

S. Beading Samplers
Guides ($3.95)
Student Books ($6.95)

6. Feelings: Key to Values
Guide ($39.50)
Books ($2.50)
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7. Decisions! Decisions!
Guide ($29.50)
Books ($3.50) 1,451

8. Getting a Job
Guide ($49.95)
Books ($6.75) 1,866

9. Career Awareness
Guide ($45.00)
Books ($6.95) 1,811

10. Introduction to Interaction
Guide ($31.95)
Hooks ($4.50) 1,473

11. Interaction, True Stories
Guide ($45.95)
Books ($7.50)

12. Parents' Guide to the IEP

1,310

4,269

By in large, half of the products distributed by the
Pre-College programs have been used by mainstream public school
teachers and students. The other half have been distributed to
residential schools, private shcools, state agencies and
individuals.

Question: The GAO raised the issue of minority representation
at Gallaudet. Would you like to comment on that?

Answer: Gallaudet has taken an active posture to ensure that
the deaf members of minority grouts have the same access to the
educational programs offered at Gallaudet. This is not only
reflected throughout the program areas of the College, but also as
an employer Gallaudet has demonstrated a commitment to equal
opportunity. Recently, the House Appropriations Sub-committee on
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education commended Gallaudet
for the extent of its minority representation.

The GAO report noted that Gallaudet's entering class for the
Fall of 1983 had a minority representation of 9 percent with blacks
constituting only 4.5 percent of the entering class. While this was
true for that year, Gallaudet traditionally has a higher ratio when
considering its total enrollment. For example, in the academic year
1984/1985 Gallaudet's minority representation in the College was 14
percent with 8.4 percent being black.

At MSSD, 30 percent of the enrollment was of minority status
with 21 percent being black. KIDES's student body was composed of 67
percent minorities with 51 percent of these students being black.
As an employer, nearly 30 percent of Gallaudet's employees are of
minority status and 26 percent are black.

Still, Gallaudet continues to seek out ways to ensure that all
deaf people know of and have an opportunity to consider Gallaudet
College as a post-secondary option. The College's enrollment
management unit has focused its efforts on distributing information
to guidance counselors in schools with heavier minority enrollment.
By this and other recruitment mechanisms; Gallaudet will continue to
share an increasing proportion of the. deaf minority population.
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Senator WEICKER. Let me say this. We are not here to discuss the
fiscal year 1986 appropriations. I think points that are being raised
have a far greater implication in terms of Federal involvement,
Federal education involvement for the hearing impaired. And this
is a subject that is not going to be resolved, as I said, just in the
course of this hearing. But I think it is also fair to put you on
notice that clearly the state of the art is such that I do not think it
is a fair exchange for the taxpayer or for the hearing impaired to
sequester as much of the available resources for just a few institu-
tions. Also I think there is a question in terms of priority, and the
main question will always be raised in my mind, what is best for
the hearing impaired.

Now, I do not mind fighting for the dollars. Y3U know that. I go
out there and get quadruple what ;^ 1111cated by this or any other
administration. But I do not want ..) ie with yesterday and nei-
ther do the deaf. And I foresee that Gal:audet ll always be in the
forefront as the premier institution in this area. I want to make
that clear.

But I also think that many more people aside from Gallaudet are
going to get involved in this process. So we will continue to work
with you.

Again I have to repeat that, obviously, cost-cutting measures, not
as to the quality of the education to be delivered, but whatever is
ancillary to that, to bring down the cost per student is fine, but
was not the purpose of this hearing. The hearing was to take a look
at the broad question as to where the dollars were to go. We will be
working with you.

I can tell you that next year, as I indicated to GAO, yours will be
a separate day of hearings and, indeed, I think I am going to get
these other people in here too and find out what they are doing.
We might as well have added if, indeed, there is no oversight proc-
ess in place at the present time, there is no reason why the Appro-
priations Subcommittee cannot do it. That is part of our job.

So we will be handling that in that fashion. The staff indicates to
me that you want to change the name of your institution from Gal-
laudet College to Gallaudet University.

Dr. LEE. Yes, we do. After 121 years, our programs have now
shifted more to a university structure, offering a variety of differ-
ent programs. We have the College of Continuing Education, Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, two professional schools, graduate
schools. Similarly, we look toward a statement with respect to our
mission of research. And a third reason, we would like to do it for
about 8,400 alumni.

Senator WEICKER. Does that require a public law change?
Dr. LEE. I believe it would.
Senator WEICKER. I have no problem with that. If I can handle

that for you, I would be glad to do it.
Dr. LEE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator WEICKER. Our last witness is Dr. William E. Castle, di-

rector of the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, and vice
president of Rochester Institute of Technology.

Your statement in its entirety will be included in the record and
you may proceed in any manner that you prefer.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. CASTLE, DIRE'OR, NATIONAL
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF, AND ICE PRESIDENT,
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ACCOMPANIED BY
MICHAEL S. SERVE, DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND EVALUATION,
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF; AND WEN-
DELL S. THOMPSON, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF, AND VICE PRESIDENT,
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Dr. CASTLE. Yes, sir; I have accompanying me my immediate as-

sistant, Wendell Thompson, and Mike Serve, who is director of our
planning and budget activities.

Submitted for the record will be a complete statement and our
comments on the GAO report. I would like to summarize those two
papers in the following way.

Although the National Technical Institute for the Deaf was con-
ceived by law more than 10 years before the passage of Public Law
94-142, it is in fact a very appropriate and perhaps dramatic post-
secondary extension of that law.

The National Technical Institute for the Deaf Act, passed in
1965, specified that NTID be designed as a least restrictive, main-
streamed, postsecondary, technical education alternative for our
Nation's young hearing impaired population in order to reverse the
unemployment and underemployment circumstances prevalent
among deaf citizens at that time. The law specified that NTID
must be an integral part of an already existing institution of
higher education which offered at a minimum the baccalaureate
degrees. And so today NTID exists as one of nine colleges at the
Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, NY, which current-
ly Lervices 13,000 hearing students and makes available to NTID
students over 160 technical and professicnal programs at the certif-
icate, diploma, associate, baccalaureate, and masters degree levels.
All of these programs are designed to prepare our deaf students to
participate in the economic mainstream of our society and to com-pete with their hearing peers. In any given year, between 17 and
23 percent of our students take their major programs of study in
the other colleges of the Rochester Institute of Technology; and an-
other 50 percent take some of their courses in those other colleges.

In addition to this substantial amount of educational main-
streaming, the RIT environment also allows for the fact that most
of the deaf students share the same living quarters, dining halls,
and recreational facilities that the hearing students enjoy. Many
extracurricular activities are designed to bring hearing and deaf
students together, to learn about one another, to learn from one
another, and to accomplish common purposes. Study programs for
the deaf students are complimented with cooperative work evneri-
ences in business and industry and with a broad opportunity tt vol-
unteer services to the community.

NTID started with a class of 71 deaf students in 1968 and is now
serving 1,320 deaf students and 90 hearing students. Over and
above providing for the educational needs of these students, NTID
is also mandated by law to train new professionals to serve the
deaf; to pursue a program of applied research designed to enhance
the social, economic, and educational accommodation of all deaf
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people; and to undertake a program of information dissemination
which will keep its many significant publics well informed about
what is happening at NTID.

We are pleased to be able to say that in the last 17 years, we
have helped to reverse the history of unemployment and underem-
ployment for deaf people. Our cumulative placement record for
graduates who enter the labor force is 94 percent. Additionally, 80
percent of these graduates go into business and industry where
their average salary is nearly $19,000. Sixty-seven percent are in
white collar jobs and 20 percent tire in management.

Since program oversight seems to be of concern in this hearing, I
wish to point out that the legal arrangement regarding NTID speci-
fies that the Secretary of Education is the Project Office for NTID,
and that there must be a National Advisory Group to advise the
Director of NTID on program and policy. Secretary Bennett has re-
cently named Mrs. Will as his eesignee for serving as Project Offi-
cer for Program Oversight of NTID, just as the previous Secretaries
have named Ed Martin and Herman Goldberg, then Assistant Sec-
retaries for OSERS for the same purpose. Hopefully, she or her des-
ignee will continue to participate in our National Advisory Group
meetings held two or three times each year.

Regarding the GAO report on NTID, we believe the data are ac-
curate and comprehensive and yet can be misleading to an unini-
tiated reader. At the same time, we can appreciate the repeated
conclusion of the report that the programs with which NTID has
been compared are not truly comparable programs.

Finally, I would like to say that I believe Congress was right in
passing the NTID Act in 1965. I believe that the then Department
of HEW was right in selecting RIT as the host institution.

As we look to the future, we would like to rc.41--c our attrition
rate, increase the percentage of minorities P 'ICOLII students
and staff, increase the percentage of hamii Lair members,
have a greater impact on other postsecom on secondary
and elementary programs for the deaf, increase our outreach ef-
forts, and be given the allowance to admit foreign students similar
to the way that Gallaudet College is allowed to do so.

I would like to point out that we have enjoyed interacting with
the Subcommittee on the Handicapped in dealing with the over-
sight matter and the GAO report.

Senator ANNICKER. Thank you very much.
I might add, on the matter of minorities, and I meant to touch on

this with Dr Lee also, as it relates to outreach, I think, is enor-
mously important. Let me assure you it is not accomplished in the
New York Times and the CBS Radio Network, television network,
and Time magazine, et cetera, that is not the way it is done. I
cannot believe that there is not a huge community out there that
just does not know what Gallaudet and NTID has to offer.

I think that comment by GAO is very, very significant. I happen
to know just by the nature of the individuals involved, nobody in-
tends that to happen, so that is not a concern.

I would suggest to you, and believe me, having encountered this
in many othe. situations, encountered it, for example, early on in
my senatorial career, on the availability of West Point and Annap-
olis and the service academies, the minority communities did not
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know and, really, there are different avenues of outreach to bring
this to your attention I hope you can utilize that in the future.

Dr. CAsrLs. We feel, after we have dealt with the rubella bulge,
we will be able to put more of our effort into that.

Senator WEICKER. Almost 40 percent of the appropriation you re-
ceive from the Federal Government goes back to your host institu-
tion, Rochester Intitute of Technology. At the four postsecondary
regional programs for the deaf, only about 8 percent goes back to
the host institution.

Why does RIT require so much money to host the NTID?
Dr. CASTLE. There are many, many auxiliary services that are

provided to us that we do not provide for ourselves. In addition to
that, a portion of the $12 million you are talking about is 'n the
form of tuition paid to RIT in that the deaf students who are en-
wiled in programs in the other colleges of RIT.

Mr. THOMPSON. May I add that roughly two-thirds of that $12
million that was referred to, goes for direct services that are pro-
vided to NTH) for things such as food service, security, custodial
services, student health dormitories and the like. So when you look
at strictly administrative overhead which is all the regional pro-
grams are paying for, the charge at RIT is only 12 percent of our
budget, or one-third of the $12 million. This is not out of line with
the 8 percent charged at the Regional Programs and it is consider-
ably less than the 50.25 percent that RIT has negotiated with the
Federal government to administer research grant.

Senator WEICKER. Well, plant operations and maintenance at
NTID, the cost per student is $1,518, and at RIT it is $545.

Dr. CASTLE. That was pointed out in the GAO report. However,
$500,000 out of that amount was used for renovation of facilities in
order to accommodate the rubella phenomenon. When you exclude
that, it reduces the cost per student to twice the amount n _.Nried for
NTID facilities. This is because the square footage is grtser per
student and we need a larger number of staff to accommodate the
students. The resultant cost per square foot for for both RIT and
NTID is nearly the same; just over $4.

In addition, all the facilities at NTID are air conditioned which is
not true of other facilities at RIT.

Senator WEICKER. Your present agreement with the Rochester
Institute, how long does that have to run?

Dr. CASTLE. The agreement was signed in 1966 with RIT and
HEW, and there must be an agreement in existence as long as
there is an NTID.

Senator WEICKER. It has never been renegotiated?
Dr. CASTLE. It does not have to be.
Senator WEICKER. That is a huge discrepancy, I must confess,

and the staff can fill me in, I do not have all t'ae information on
the other four postsecondary schools. I can ass' tre you that I am
going to have it by the time I come around to next year's appro-
priations hearings so you can say what it is that RIT supplies. And
I am not in a position to say that it is similarly supplied by any of
the other four. But I will have that in hand next year. And, believe
me, with that discrepancy being 40 percent and 8 percent, I better
have a solid basis in fact.
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Dr. CASTLE. You can be assured that we will be prepared to give
you whatever detail you need.

Mr. THOMPSON, I think it is important to point out though that
we are sharing in the library, the gymnasium, all the other ancil-
lary buildings on the campus.

Senator WE1CKER. I understand that. But what I do not know is
that the students at California State University at Northridge, do
they share in the same things? If they do, you are not going to look
so good. If they do not, you are fine. I do not know the answer.

Mr. THOMPSON. Our basic contention has been that if we were a
free-standing institution, we would indeed have to employ all of
those operative employees related to maintenai 13 and, custodial
service, et cetera, and it may well be at a cost greater than what
RIT is charging us.

Senator WEICKER. Over the years, the NTID has maintained it
would be a conflict of interest for NTID1to raise private funds.

Can you please explain the rationale of that?
Dr. CASTLE. Yes; first of all, the public law passed in 1965 speci-

fied that such sums as are required to support the activities of
NTID will be provided by congressional appropriations.

Second, RIT was selected by the Secretary i of HEW on the advice
of a special National Advisory Board to be the host institution. RIT
is out there constantly in the foray of raising private dollars, and
we believe it would not be appropriate to put us in competition
with that activity.

Senator WEICKER. Well, let me propose a question to you as given
to me by counsel.

When RIT receives $1 million in gifts and uses it to improve the
library, RIT then charges NTID an additional $120,000 in support
costs since NTID has 12 percent of the student body at Rochester
Institute. Thus it seems legitimate to ask why RIT does not give
NTID 12 percent instead of charging them an additional 12 per-
cent.

Dr. CASTLE. I believe the position of RIT is that NTID profits con-
siderably from the presence of that facility and they are due some
reimbursement from that.

Senator WEICKER. Well, when RIT raises private funds, what pro-
portion is given to the National Technical Institute for the Deaf?

Dr. CASTLE. We do not have any data to answer that question.
Senator WEICKER. Well, to get back to the point that, as far as

you know, there is nothing in the law which prevents you people
from going out there and raising privato funds?

Dr. CASTLE. Nothing in the law except the law does say such
funds as are required to be provided by congressional appropria-
tion.

Senator WEICKER. But again there is no restriction against it?
Dr. CASTLE. No, I would say not
Senator WEICKER. It seems to me that RIT is doing rather well

by this situation. I have no fault with that. I have no fault with it.
But under the circumstances, it seems to me that the overall agree-
ment certainly should be looked at in detail, and I am going to re-
quest that the staff do just that.

Did you make a copy available to the GAO and our staff?
Dr. CASTLE. We have given it to the Subcommittee staff.
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Senator WEIMER. GAO reports your annual attrition rate is
almost 40 percent.

How do you account for that?
Dr. CASTLIC. This is a misleading piece of data in that report.

That figure representq the attrition that occurs in any entering
group of eta& Alt ay take as many as 4 or 6 years for that
attrition ra'e ro

Mr. THOMPSON. F oily new group of students in any one year,
such as the freshm n class, we vmuld have an attrition rate of
roughly 14 to 15 percent in the first year. If a class entered in 1980,
by the time they graduated in 1985, the attrition rate of that par-
ticular contingent would be approximately 40 percent. In any 1
year, of the total enrollment, which is the way Om. GAO presented
it, and, in my opinion, misinterpreted it, the attrition rate is 19
percent. We started with, in that instance, 989 students in the fall
of 1982 and ftnished with 896 students by the end of the spring of
1983. That is not in any way 38 percent.

Dr. Qum& We are not happy with our attrition rate, and we are
studying our programs in an effort to improve retention an associ-
ate degree program in Occupational studies will help many of our
students who are unable to succeed in a traditional associate
degree program because of the liberal arts requirements.

Senator WEIMER. I have further questions for response to the
record.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Castle and additional material
submitted for the record followsj
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Department of Education

fitatilliont by the Director, of the

Nationel Technical Institut,. for the hew(

Nr. Chairman and Members of the Committset

I Am pleased to have the Opportunity to testify before this committee

on behalf of the National T.(hotcal Institute for the Deaf. I'm happy to

relate to you thet NTID has made grist strides in its brief history. As

you know, the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID), at the Rochester

Institute of Technology (KIT), wils created by Congrese in 1965 to help rover..

the unemployment on,1 underemployment circumstances prevalent among deaf citisene

et that time. In effect, we WITO charged with preparing deaf people to enter

and participate fully in the conomic mainstream and compete with their hearing

peers. NTID wae designed as a mainstreamed, post-secondary, technical educa-

tional alternative for our nation's young hearing-impaired students. As

one of nine colleges of RIT, which is the sponsoring institution currently

serving 13,000 hearing students, NTID ie able to offer its students over

160 technical programs et the Certificate, Diploma, Associate's, Bachelor's

and Weeter'e levels. This association with the Rochester Institute of Tech-

nology provide. deaf students 4ith a veriety and quality of programs which

would not otherwise bs Available. In addition to providing education directly

to deaf students, NTID was chartered to provide training workshops 4nd seminars

to other professionals who serve the hearing impaired. When combined with

the dissemination of information regarding NTID's research into the communi-

cations, personal/social, employment and educational aspects of deafness,

this training permits NTID to have an impact on deaf education throughout

America.

-2-
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Our valor acoomplishmenre over the last 17 plata have been eousieted

with maturing into the multIpurpaem, national resource rhar we Ars tody,

NTID started with a clear of / in '9411, end I. now carving 1320 desf

atudente end 90 hearing students offer 31 technical progress st tho

C0r1iTillatas Diplome, And degree level end over 132 profesolunal

programa at tt.e Bachelor'. end NvotOt's degree levele.

1171n boa produced a successful modal program for mainstreassing young

hearinviapoired studente with their hearing peers, through a variety of

.',,sroom and dormitory arrangements, integrated student and social activities,

utoperative work experiences, and employment in buk flolo end industry.

NTID has r aaaaa ad the history of unemployment and underemployment for

deaf people who graduate. RTID's cumulative placement record of 94 percent

speaks for itself. Additionally, SO percent of our graduates who CFO placed

go into business and induatry, where their 'average salary is nearly $19,00n.

percent of our graduate. who are in the labor force are in whits-

collar jobs and over 20 percent sre in management. NT/D is recognised as

place where the nation'a employers cen find highly competent human resources

and technical assistance end guidance in terms of how to succeosfully deal

with a deaf employes. Through its National Center on Employment of the Deaf,

NTID has developed beneficial working relationships with many of the nation's

employers which facilitates the sccomodation of deaf people and people with

other handicapping conditions.

NTID has become national resource center fo technical, personal/social,

1 education end communications curricula which are directed toward

prepering hearing impaired individuals for accommodation in the economic

mainstream and which are generalizable for use by secondary and other post-

secondary institution..

-3-
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MP has developed noosrous degree and non-degree programe to respond

te its training mandate. These include our Joint Educetionsl Specialist

Prograll with the University (10 Rochsater, our AAA Program in Interpreting.

our Profeesional/Oraduato Internship Program, 4 myriad of program for em-

ployers, persists 4nd educators, and numerous faculty and staff presentations

around the country.

Through publis information end marketing activities, NTID hes kept ite

various publics informed of nothil programs ond effective instructional strategies,

A variety of print and non-print ducational products ars available to educators,

meployere, deaf consumers and others. Additionally, since 1966 KID hes

conducted tours and informatioiel seminars for more than 62,000 people.

It 0 h st NTID has had particular benefits to deaf students, both

infarmal end external to NTID, in tour major areas. First, systematic follow

up of graduates hes boon invalulbla to NTID in monitoring initial. Under

NTID coordination, this system has been extended to high school programs

for deaf students nationally. Second, in the belief that educational diagnosis

and measurement are ssential to effective instruction, NTID hes devoted

a major effort to the development of tests of academic and communication

Abilities of deaf students. These have become the cornerstone of curricula

in the communication, mathematics and science aaaaa . Third, NTID has achieved

national eminence in the use of technical media for instruction of deaf students,

!masa in large part on r aaaaaa h end development activities which blend advanced

technology with expertise in instructional considerations. Lastly, NTID

ie looked upon for leadership in setting stendarde for special instructional

services to mainstreemed deaf studenta at all educational levels. These

services have their foundation in h, development and evaluation.

-4-
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11711) ha, 4ovotopa4 00Vorill ajor Initiative, to raaportaa to currant

imam. These 18111.1 relete to maintaining 00116014 that era tochntrally

relevant, the provieion ot 114ocattonat outreach ervicse end technical ...iv

tines support to paternal audiences, the optietsetion of enrolleent in the

poet..rubells years, end affirmative cation programming fur etetf end stodents.

8 1 program efforts ere undervey to prepare tudents for employment

and keep curricula abreast with technolodical thanes. These include the

idttelifieation of the souses for turients exiting NT1D without eny form or

eertitteution end the development of action plane to eddy... thoes amiss.

that PT1D cam Influence. New curriculum options are being explored and &reigned,

(alluding a recto skills program, en Aesoeiste degree in Occupetionel Studio.,

mid a one-yrter preparatory proves in sach of our three technical chools.

Over time, the percentage of deaf students in NIT baccalaureate and master's

depose has remained essentially unchanged while SIT'. stendarde have ritren

in response to lecressingly sophieticated technology. Articulation agreements

with other NIT colleges end upport units will ensure that there is no decrease

in the percentage of dike( students matriculated in other AlT colleges. New

initiatives will be developed to facilitate more thorough mainstreaming of

deaf students in co-curricular activities, dormitory programming, and social

f, .iona. finall t- hnical curricula will continue to be modified to

Miura that c, in step with technological change and the needs of

the nation's mmf This includes ***** ing that appropriate technology

is available in the let,ling laboratories. For example, Computer Assisted

Design and Computer Aided Manufacturing in engi ing and science, computer

graphics iu visual communication, and the office of the f uuuuu in business

66
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WHO's ptimary pestyrutatitts anima% eller; ie F. beanie an odueetineal

hrine agent bp dieamminatiap h fiadrags, enerslisable

solve predints and processes, nd Ireinins pritleseinnole to utilise thee,

11000 liaised will ressive testnisel seentenie se they implement whet they

leafs is their Imo settles.. ferviees will be provided to oduintore is

primary, see.alety, sod ether post-seconder. Protracts ler deal 1000110. 0001411'

ors et dint people, deaf adults, dee( MIT alumni, parents 01 dinf individuate,

sea rehabilitstiee and pluses.; prolessiesole.

T. optimise earellmeet im the poet-rubella yesra, ertiouletion greenest.

will be implemented with immunity colleges that te,ilitste the minter

cf studeste. This is is teepee.. to the foot that the numbers of eternity

pplisetieee Move iseressed from 1 in S to 1 in ) in the pest year. Sunlit.

meet merketine trsteeies will be developed and modified to ensure gegitegge

argets ere met with students wh., satisfy rrtill's *Omissions criteria This

includes provisiee of workshops on career option, end career decision-making

is residential and maestro/mod setting*. Summer outreach empariancoe will

be offered to high school sophomores and juniors which will provide etudeste

with basic career decision-making skills en4 c rrrrr exploration eeperiences.

Workshops sod abort course, will be provided to deaf adults and alumni so

they gas oniatain or enhance their STID will continua to develop

strong working relationships with the Council of *tete Adoiniatrators of

Vocational Rehabilitation end the National Aseocietion of State Director

of Special Iduerition. These effort. are directed toward providine information

to key professionals who facilitate the development of young deaf

people. Finally, ve recommend that the legislation be amended to allow PTO

to admit foreign students et full cost.
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National Technical Institute for the Deaf

Comment. on the GAO Report for the Record

In general, he data in the qA0 report are accurate and comprehensive. How-
ever, re feei strongly that judgement was sacrificed to objectivity. The

GAO spent ten months studying NTID, and yet offered no evaluation. It was
our impression from discussions we had with them, that they were very impressed
with the way we operated and with the extiv,.ive management information that
we routinely collected and monitored as a normal way of doing business.
Yet when the final draft was issued there was nothing said about quality
and little qualification ot the data presented. Consequently, the report
is potentially misleading to the uninitiated reader as an article in a recent
Higher Education Daily (HED) publication demonstrates. The essense of the
article suggests that the costs at NTID are extremely high with no mention
of the often quoted GAO statement, "Because of the lack of baseline information
on ttie costs of deaf education, we cannot judge the reasonableness of NTID's
costs" This is an understandable omission on the part of HED because there
is no mention of this qualification in the Executive Summary of the GAC Report,
but rather it is buried in the text of the report.

Additionally, it was well understood by the GAO that our costs were high
due to the extensive time, human effort and support costs necessary to educate
deaf students. Since we feel that the report did not adequately qualify
these costs we are submitting them for the record.

The total cost per student in FY82 as reported by the GAO was $19,712. (Note:

GAO figure was $19,771. To the best of our knowledge, this is a typographical
error.) It includes all the extensive support costs deaf students need and
incorrectly includes the costs of our other missions of research, information
dissemination, and training while at the same time excluding all the countless
publics served by these other missions. If the costs of these other missions
are removed, the cost per student becomes $13,936 based on appropriation
and $15,554 based ou total obligation.

The individual cost components are higher than those of other institutions
serving the hearing for many reasons. Our analysis of each component follows:

A. Instruction: The cost per student of instruction was $3,995.

1. The student/faculty ratio of 9:1 is 3 to 4 times lower than
the comparison groups because of the need to allow faculty
time to deal individually with students. Deaf students require
a great deal of after-class individual coaching.

a. Though there are no valid comparisons on this score Callaudet
and the State Residential High Schools are the most compar-
able as they serve deaf students exclusively. Their
student faculty ratios are 7:1 and 5:1.

-1-
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2. There is a large amount of remediation necessary to prepore
our students for technical programs and the advanced profes-
sional programs offered by RIT.

3. There is the need for lot of formal individualized instruction
due to the wide ranqe of abilities of our students

4. Technical Education costs more than the Liberal Arta education
offered at many of the institutions that we were compared
to for the following reasons:

a. Labs require smaller classes due to the limited number
of work stations. For example, the number of drafting
tables that will fit into a classroom is limited.

b. Lab equipment requires a large fixed investment and peri-
odic ,:erlacement to keep up with changes in technology.

c. Equipment intensive labs require set-up and maintena
personnel.

The manufacturing processes lab, for example, requires
approximately 1600 square feet, yet only accommodates

8-12 students because of the size of the machinery and
for reasons of safety. Additionall Yr the costs are high
because of the need for reinforced flooring and sound

proofing.

The technical faculty cost more because they come primarily

from business and industry.

d.

e.

B. Academic Support: The cost per student of academic support was
$4,809.

1. There are a number of extraordinary costs associated with
educating the deaf students if they are to compete in the
mainstreamed academic programs of RIT:

a. /nterpreting ($797)
b. Student note taking ($172)

2. Additionally, Academic Support includes instructional media
required by classroom teachers to present materials to visually
oriented students and communications systems support for communi-
cation assessment:

a. Classroom Media ($900)
b. Systems Support ($395)

-2-
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3. NTID also has the mandate to develnp new and imaginative instruc-
tional technology to help other ee,cators of the deaf nationally:

a. Inatructional Technology for broader coneumption (9394)

4. Lastly, because 80% of NTID's faculty and staff come from outside
the field of deafness, and 30% of the faculty come from business

industry, an extensive amount of Training is required:

a. Training ($316)

In summary, ($3,384) or 68% of the costs of academic support are explained by
the above extraordinary requirements. If these costs are removed from the total
costs, the academic support cost per student is reduced to ($1,791) which is
6 times higher than public and private 2 year Vocational-Technical Institutes
and 4 times higher than those of RIT.

C. Student Services: The cost per student of student services was $3," "

1. These services are provided at a level not required at other
colleges for hearing students, because deaf students lag 3 to
4 years behind their hearing peers in thc development of personal
social skills, career decision making skills, communication com-
petencies and basic skills in math, sciencq and english:

a. Psycological services ($118)
b. Advising and asseasment ($369)
c. Academic Counseling ($457)
d. Student Life ($216)
e. Basic Skills Development ($162)

2. Additionally as a National Institution, NTID strives to have
national representation which requirea extraordinary recrui ment
efforts:

a. Recruitment ($155)

3. Lastly, with NTID's primary mission being employment, a treme--
dous amount of extra energy and expense goes into finding jc ,

training employers and helping them design jobs doable by the
deaf. Also, large efforts are expended following up on our students
to see if they are in fact satisfying the needs of the employers:

a. National Center for the Employment of the Deaf ($273)

-3-
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In summary, ($2,086) or 6,2 of the costs of student services aro explained

by the above extraordiva nquirements. If thene costk h70 removed from
the total costs, the utL IL service cost per ntudent is lAced to ($1,298)
which is 4 and 5 times h.gher than private and public 2 yr, Vocational-Technical

Inatitutions and 2 times higher than those of RIT.

D. Institutional Support: The cost per student of Ins ioutional Support
was $1,576.

1. The costs associated with institutional support arc . eerily

a function of the number of faculty & staff supported, rather
than students. While NTID's costs are three times higher
than the comparison groups, our student/faculty ratio is 3

to 4 times lower. Therefore, NTID's expenditures are in line.

E. Operations and Maintenance: The cost per student of Operations
and Maintenance was $1,518.

I. The year in question includes a $500,000 extraordinary expense
for remodeling. These renovation costs were incurred to accom-
modate the large increase in students due to rubella.

2. The costs associated with this category are solely a function
nf academic square footage. When looking at the most recently
cimpleted year, FY84, the operations and maintenance cost
, 3 square footage basie was:

a. RIT (84.05/sq. FT)
b. NTID ($4.63/sq. FT)

This difference of approximately 14% is primarily attributable to the fact
that all of the NTID space is air conditioned whereas the majority of the
RIT buildings are not. The fact still remains that NTID pays approximately
twice as much as RIT on a per student basis, which implys that NTID has
considerabley more space per student than RIT. However, this stands to reason
when you consider our class sizes are 2 & 3 times less than RIT's and we
have more staff to house.

F. Research: The cost per student of Research was $896.

I. The public and private two-year vocational-Technical institu-
tions with which NTID was compared do not have broad mandates
for research. RIT's research costs are somewhat masked by
the fact that individual faculty members do research which
is not separately coated out.

G. Public Service: The cost per student of public service was $814.

I. NTID is required by law to keep several significant publics
informed about itself, including prospective students, the
deaf community at large, parents of deaf people, educators
of deaf people, other educational institutions, rehabilitation
professionals, government agencies, both houses of Congress
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and employers. It ie also required by law to train professional.
to serve the special needs of deaf people:

a. A.A.S. program for Interpreter. ($207)
b. 752 of Public Affairs ($393)
c. National Project on C Education ($46)

In summary ($646) or 792 of the costs associated with this category Are for
the above extra-ordinary services. If these costs are removed from the total
costs, the public service coat per student is reduced to ($168) which is 3 and
19 times higher than public and private 2 year Vocational-Technical Institutions
and the same as RIT.

Tnere are two errors that wo found in the body of the GAO Report. They are
as follows:

A. typographical error on page 90 of the report. It should read as follows:

Type of Number of Percent of
Iuterpreting Service Hours Total Hours

In-class 37,349 80.6
Extracurricular 7,396 16.0
Administrative 3.4

Total
_11E2
A121A 100.0

H. NTID's attrition rates were misinterpreted by the GAO on page 98 of the
report. The correct attrition rate on total enrollment for the academic
year 1982-83 was 19.4 percent and was calculated as follows:

FY83
1982-83

Fall 1982 Enrollment 993
Winter 1982 Enrollment (includea 27 off-term) 937
Spring 1983 Enrollment (includes 27 off-term) 896
Graduates who left (124)
Remaining at end of Spring 772

Fall 1983 Enrollment 1260

New students in Fall 1983 540
Returning students in Fall 1983 720

Off-term entry replacing Attrition throughout year 54
Attrition end of lst Qtr 1982 56
Attrition end of 2nd Ore 1982 41

Attrition end of 3rd and Summer 1983 52
Total Attrition 1982-83 203
2 Attrition 1982-83 19.42

The attrition rates in each program, as outlined on page 99 of the report,
are accurate but bear little relation to the general attrition of the institute.
Student attrition by department is most indicative of career changes that
over half of our graduates experience. They may leave one program and
enter another one.

-5-
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SUPPORT TO OTHERS SERV/NO THE DEAF

Questions As you knowohe number of formally organized
poet secondary pro rams for the deaf has increased significantly
in the past 15 years. Because of your mandate for outreach
and technical assistance you must be called)n-IITflpleTIFFto
assist these programs. What specific types of ass stance do
you provide, and what specific programs have you worked with
in the past year/

Answer: Assistance provided to other post-secondary
institutions and/or professionals serving the deaf are as
follows:

A. Training:

Programs Audience/Location

1. "Doing Business with 1. Institute on Deaf-
Businese," a day or nese, Northern
half-day program for /11inois University,
Vocational Rehabilitation DeKalb, Illinois.
counselors and placement
personnel. This program
emphasizes marketing and
employer development
strategies.

2. Marketing of Hearing-
/mpaired Business
Students

3. NT/D Internship Program

B.

2. Thirty members of the
Eastern Business
Educators Association
Boston.

3. Fifty-four interns from
32 American and 7
Foreign colleges.

Presentations to Professional Organizations

Persons Title, Description, Audience
o Battaglia, M. o "National Survey on Support

Services for the Deaf."
National Conference of
Association of Handicapped
Student Service Programs
in Post-Secondary
Education.
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o Bondi-Wolcott, J. o "Support Se7-vices Needs nf
Hearing-imi,Aired Students!
Perceptions of Faculty And
Students." National
Conference of A-sociation of
Handicapped Student Service
Programs in Post-Secondary
Education.

o Camardallo, M.
Inringe, J.

O "The Hearing-hopaired
Student in your Class."
National Conference of
Association of Handicapped
Student Service Programs in
Post-Secondary Education.

o "How Business Educators
Can Can Better Market
Handicapped Students (Deaf)
and How to Better Satisfy
Students' and Employers'
Needs." Eastern Business
"culler's Association Annual
Conference.

Presentat.00s to Schools/Colleges:

o Armour, V.

o Brooks, D.

o "Simultaneous Communication
Complement -A Novel Approach
to Language Teaching."
Michigan State University
Deaf Education Program.

o "Educational and Psycho-
Social Needs of the Deaf
Students in a Hearing
University." Faculty/Staff,
University of Rochester.

o "Training/Presentatnn of
Deafness" to the G-Aduate
Department of Special
Education, Syracuse
University.



o Caccamise, F.

o Chandler, B.
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o "Sign language in educations
Selection criteria and use
in developing communication
skills." Central Washington
University, Special
Education Workshop.

o "An Overview of NTIDi
Goals, strcture/programs,
resource'. , search, and
project." New York
University.

o "liffecti+le Health Education

for the deaf", "Wellnese:
positive approach to
Health", and "Selling
Wellness to Administrators."
Gallaudet College'e
Strategies in Health
Education for Deaf Consumers
Conference.

o Clymer, W. 0 "Apple Super Pilot
Workshop." Presented as a
part of N3nroe Community
College Teaching
Effectiveness Program.

o Crimmins, D. o "How Teaching Pedagogy
Affects Deaf Students and
their Writing." City
University of New York
English as a Second language
Council Conference.

o Jensen, J. o Faculty Computer Workshops,
Salem College.

o Sims, D. o The use of interactive
television technology in
communication training."
Workshop given at National
Council for Graduate
Programa in Speech and
Hearing Sciences.

o Wilson, J. & o Annual Support Service
Battaglia, H., Workshop., attended by 35
J., Siple, L. & school personnel from
Avery, J. several states. These are

persons responsible for
providing support services
to hearing-impaired students
in the "maintstream."
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0 D000r0o Jo Jo 0 "8ome considerstions in the
placement of hearing-impaired
graduates of postsecondary
programs." Paper presented
at the Univaraity of Tennessee
Postsecondary Education Consortium
Regional Conference on Postsecondary
Education, Atlanta, OA.

o Wan, J. J. o "A framework for condering
recruitment of deaf students
to postsecondary education
programs." Paper presented
at the University of Tennessee
Postsecondary Education Consortium
Regional Conference on Postsecondary
Education, Atlanta, OA.

In addition to the above, NTID will participate in
conference of the California Association of P-st-Secondary
Educators of the Disabled at Napa Community College in October,
1985. Infornation on employment of the deaf, support service
needs of deaf students and other NTID srograme and technical
assistance service& will be provided.

D. A sampling of 1983-84 research and professional papers
having impact on others serving the deaf:

Albertini, J., Meath-Lang, B., & Caccamiee, F. Sign
language uses Development of English and
communication skills. Audiologx, 1984, 9(8), 111-
126.

Brown, P., & Dell, G. The role of inference in effective
communication. Paper presented at Symposium on
Cogn tion, Education and Deafness, Galludet
College, Washington, D.C., June, 1984.

Castle, W. E., Jacobs, M. A., Smith, J. M., Kelly, J. K.,
McMahon, M. A. Aural/oral communication therapies
for young hearing-impaired adults. In W. H.
Perkins (Ed.,), Hearing Disorders. New York:
Thiene Stratton, 1984.

Coggiola, D. The identification and use of levels of
importaaritrairlearning by hearing-impaired
college students. Technical Report No. 52,
Department of Educational Research and Development,
NTID, 1983.

Cox, J. Factors influencing higher education art faculty
attitudes toward four instructional innovations.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Syracuse
University, 1984.
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Crandall, R. R., 6 Young, M. A. Preliminary rsport on
alsoill_sulstlono asked of administrators of 46
programs foritir4;771=SrMerratIO:Tir
Techniesi Instltutrlor the Deaf, Rochester, N.Y.,
1984.

Dowaliby, F. J., 6 Baur, R. Locus of cuntrol profiles of
mainstreamed students. -Mang paper, National
Teciarla-MirMi-eTor the Deaf, 1944.

Dowaliby, P. J., Indere, M., Schragle, P, 6 Verlinde, R.
A comparison of captioned, claesroom, and prose
instruction for hearing-impaired learners. American
Annals of the Deaf, (in press).

Dowaliby, F., McKee B., & Maher, H. A locus of control
inventory for postsecondary hearing-impaired students.
American Annals of the Deaf, 1983, 128, 884-889.

GerrieG., W. M., 6 Baumgarten, B. 8. Microcomputer
a liaations in basic skills assessment. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, New orleans, Louisiana,
April 1984.

Garrison, W. M., 6 Baumgarten, B. S. Microcomputers as
tools in educational testing. Paper presented at
the convention of the Alexander Graham Bell Association
for the Deaf, Portland, Oregon, June 1984.

Rayea-Scott, F., 6 Dowaliby, F. J. Academic motivation
to iniprove writing skills: A comparison of normally-
hearing and hearing-impaired students. American
Annals of the Deaf, (in press).

Lichtenstein, E. H. Deaf working memory processes and
English language skills. In D. Martin (Ed.), Workin
Papers, Interrational symposium on Cognition, Educat on
and Deafness. Washington, D.C.F GaIlaudet College,
1984.

Long, G. Research on schema training to improve
comprehension. Paper presented at annual meeting
of the Hatlonal Reading Conference, Austin, Texao
1984.

Long, G., & Aldersley, S. Networking: Applications with
hearing-impaired students. In C.D. Holley & D. F.
Danseriau (Ede.), 4patial Learning strategies:,
Techniques, Applications, and Related Issues. New
York: Academic Press, 1984.
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Long, 0, Aldersloy, 8, Mils R. Methods for 1 m rovi

t 0 readin -w itin proW es w t ear 0 11241.11.1_

stu ants. Paper presentet at meeting o tLiFIfiiander
tRiEiriell Association for the Deaf Portland,

Oregon, 1984.

Low, W. Career Awareness Bummer Program literature and

materials review. NTtD end Oallaodst College, 504
(iNiTlable through ERIC end Osllaudet College Nookostore).

Martin, K. 6 DeCaro, J. Three pretequisitea to effective

placement: Description and impact report. Job

Placement Professional Supplement of the JobWfacement
bivision, National. Rehabilfation Association, MIT
Summer and Pall, 32-41.

McKee, B., Stinson, M., 6 Blake, R. Perceived venue
measured communication skills of hearing-impaired
college students. Journal of Rehabilitatioo of the

Deaf, (in press).

Newell, W., Caccamise, F., Boardman, K., Holcomb, B. Ray.
Adaptation of the Language Proficiency Interview
(LPI) for assessing sign communicative compentence.
Sign Language Studies, 1983, no. 41, 311-353.

Parasnis, I. Effects of parental hearing stutus and
exposure to early manual communication on cognitive
skills, English language skill, and field independence
of young deaf adults. Journal of Speech and Nearing
Research, 1983, 26, 588-594.

Saur, R., McKee, B., & Neumann, L, A measure of the
classroom environment for hearing-impaired learners:
The development and pilot of the Learning Environment
Scale. American Annals of the Deaf, (in press).

Saur, R. E., Popp, M.J., & Isaacs, M. Action Zone Theory
and the hearing-impaired student in the mainstreamed
classroom. Journal of Classroom Interaction, 1984,

19 (2) 21-25.

Stinson, M. Motivation factors related to use of svIlport
services by mainstreamed hearing-impaired students.
Working paper, National Technical Institute for the
Deaf, Rochester, N.Y., 1984.

Stinson, M., & Albertini, J. Linguistic and summarization
skills in reading text: Suggestions for instruction.

Paper presented at the conventian of the Alexander
Graham Bell Association for the Deaf, Portland,
Oregon, June, 1984.
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Rti01100, M., 4 ONC100441 X. R. Relltiens between
onriiiit RieLlsbacklglend. 417 arca-Mria
an o ..nterprert,eg, Paper pramanto at ilia-convent;,,
Wri6-Ataxandar araham Bell Asoucistion for the
Deaf, Portland, ()mon, Jona, Igati.

Iltuckless, R. Inpact of cmenttll rubella infection on
the educational syttin. Paper proXTIA at
Taarnational 8yrn-1;15mM on Prevention of Congenital
Rubella Infection. World Health Organiration,
Washington, D.C., 1984.

Btuckleas, E. R. and Walter, G. 8. fltudents deaf from
the 1963-1961 rubella epidemic begin to enter college.
Volta Review, 1903, 81(6), 270-278.

Subtelny, J. D. Integrated speech and hearing for the
hearing-impaired adolescent. In N. J. Lase (Rd),
Speech and Languages Advances in Basic Research
and Praltice. New York: Academic Press, 10$11.

Camardello, M., & Pike, D. Microcomputer applications
for accounts payable and accounts receivable.
Business Teachers Association Journal, 1983, 4(1).

Castle, D. L. Effective oral interpreters: an analysis.
In W.H. Northcott, Orel interpreting: principles
and practices. BeliTrrii.e, Md.: University Park
Press, 1984.

Castle, D. L. Telephone training for hearing-impaired
persons: amplified telephones, TDDs, codes.
Rochester, N.Y.: Rochester Institute of Technology,
1984.

Chandler, B. Wellness a campus moves toward encouraging
positivt- I styles. Health Education, in press.

Chiavaroli, K., & '-Kee, B. Computer-assisted career
guidance in tlaring-impaired college students.
Personnel and (loidance Journal, in press.

Egelston-Dodd, J. Science for handicapped stidents
(Monograph Series). Washington, National
Science Teachers, 1984.

Egelston-Dodd, J., and DeCaro, J. The role of specsal
education institutions: NTID as a special program
model. Journal of Vocational Special Needs, 1984.
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Holcomht MaY, Lang, it., 4 1144t100, M. L. Ouidelines
tor ettactivo communication amung haarinvimpaired
end hearing profeasionols tn small gronn
American Annals of the Deaf, in preso,

Lang, II, O., Rolston-Dodd, J. 4 Who, M. C. lit:lance
education for hearing-impaired students in eighties;
priorities and projections. Amorican Annala of the
gait!, 1983, 128(6), 801-808.

Lang, H., Franks, F., & Albrecht, B. FOCUS in mathematics:
fundamental o oration and C01100 774-77-71.13(13
OC .ex ng on, VT Asrican TiValITTRIZiaa,

Liebman Aron, N., Caccamise, F., Outermans, L., Newell,
W., Pocobello, D. & Oglia, D. Technical si n manual
51 Career Education. St. Wars urg, Fla.: Modern
WIT717iiT,It717111-7743.

McCabe, H. Community services curriculum for the
handicapped. Volunteer Leadership, 1984.

Mace, M., Basile, M. L., Cassel, D., Metvuggi, F. A.,
Lang, H. G. and Holcomb, A. Ray. Ouidelines for
effective communication among hearing-irpaired and
hearing professionals in small group meetinge.
American Annals of the Deaf, in press.

Newell, W., Caccamise, F., Boardman, K., and Holcomb, B.
Ray. Basic Sign Communication curriculum. Silver
Spring, Md.: National Association of the Deaf,
1984.

Ourormans, L., Caccamise, F., Liebman Aron, B.,
Pocobello, D., Mitchell-Caccamise, M., Newell, W.,
Meath-Lang, B., & Oglia, D. Technical si no manual
6: English. St Petersburg, Fla: Mo ern Ta king
Picture, 1984.

Panara, J., and Schragle, P. Captioning at NTID:
Teamwork, techniques, te-hnology. Rochest. , N.Y.
Rochester Institute of Techonology, 1984.

Pocohello, D., & Boardman, K. A diagnostic approach to
sign communication evaluation. The Reflector, in
press.

Ritter, A. L., and Hopkins, K. A. A deafness collection:
selected and annotated. Chicago, American
Library Association, in press.
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OUTREACH PLANS FOR FUTURE

Question: Will your assistance to such programs change in
the next few years, and if so, haw?

Answer: For the past few years we have been focusing much
of our time and energy serving 30 percent more students than
normal, due to the rubella bulge. Given that this unusual
demand is due to subside in the late 1980's, NTID has
embarked on a plan to expaad its outreach efforts. Our goal
is to facilitate the career development of deaf people by
developing and implementing an institutional mechanism(s) for
providinp, educational outreach services to primary, secondary
and postsecondary schools that serve deaf people; employers
of deaf people; deaf adults and deaf RIT alumni; parents of
deaf individuals; rehabilitation and placement professionals;
and the other special publics. (See Attachment 1:
"Educational Outreach for NTID at RIT: A Preliminary
Proposal).

Additionally, this plan will be operationalized in
stages as outlined below:

Pro'ect Plan
A. Develop a project plan, by 1 November, 1985,

for a process that leads to
(1) Identification and prioritization of

outreach audiences and audience segments
and validation of their needs.

(2) Identification of NTID RIT models,
processes and products t t can respond
to audience/audience segments needs.

(3) Identification and prioritization of
strategies to respond to audience and
audience segments needs.

B. The project plan will include major steps and
timelines. It will also include a statement
of resources necessary to accomplish the
activities.

Specific strategies and timelines to accomplish each
stage set forth in the project plan are described in
Attachment 2: Outreach Development Process.

8 3
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ARTICULATION AGREEMENT

Questions What are the other post sPcondary programs with
whom you now have formal articulation agreements?

Answer: Formal arPi:nlation agreements to facilitate the
transfer of desf students from other post-secondary programs
for the deaf j NTID are being designed with Johnson County
(Kansas) Commun,ty College and St. Paul Technical-Vocational

Ir 1:e. Plane next year call for expending these
a to include the Post-Secondary Education Consortium
a -niversity of Tennessee in Knoxville, Minnesota
Cc, ium of Post-Secondary Schools and selected colleges in
Calitosnia and Wisconsin.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
Question: Bow many transfer students were there among the

students who entered your program in the fall of 1984
and from what school did they most frequently transfer
-(rcleeWethow number from each of these schoole)T------

Answer: Below is the list of 56 transfer students for the
Fall of 1984 who came from 38 different colleges
(16 of the 38 are programa listed in the College
Career Guide and 13 out of 56 students were from
Gallauda)7-

State ailtal Number

Arkansas University of Arkansas 1

Arizona Arizona State University 1

California American River College 1

Ohlone College 2

Pasadena City College 2

San Diego Mesa College 1

Pueblo Community College 1

Connecticut

District of Columbia

Northwestern Connecticut 1

Community College

Gall'udet College 13
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Florida Pensacola Junior College 1

Brevard Community College 1

Georgia Floyd Junior Collego 1

Iowa University of Iowa 1

Illinois North Central College 1

Northern Illinois University 3

Southern Illinois University 1

Tri1on College 1

William R. Harper College 2

Kanean Kansas State University 1

Massachusetts Northern Essex Community College 1

Michigan Monroe County Community College 1

Minnesota St. Mary's Junior College 1

North Ceroliral Centre' Piedmont Community College 1

New Jersey Brookdale Community College 1

Fairleigh Dickinson College 1

8 5
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Corning Community College

Rockland Community College 1

University of Rochester

Pennsylvania Mt. Aloysius Junior College 2

Indiana University of PA 1

Texas Houston Community College 1

Alvin Community College 1

Howard College

Navarro College 1

Richland College 1

Utah Utah State University 1

Utah Technical College (Provo) 1

Wisconsin Milwaukee Area Technical College

Total 56

8 6
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ADMISSIONS POLICY

Question: According to your testimony at the hearin your
annual attrition rate is about 20,percent. Since you a m t
staWITZTITTone time per year, ien't this an ineffulE1W-
upe of_resourtns in Ole later part of the echool yearf----

An000t: First we admit students throughout the year. In
fiscal v.:sr 1983 we admitted over 50 students off-
term, wh;7h minimised the decrease in our enrollment
from a fall level of 993 t..) a spring level uf 896.
This is only r. decline of 97 students yr 1.8
percent. ':11,.8 past year off term entry kept the
difference fcom fell term enrollment of 1319 and
spring term envorwent ("f 1161 to 12 percevx.
Consequently, the fact that we hAme otf-te.m entry
has greatly reduced the effett-7of our attrition.

Second, your suggestion that this may be an
ineffective use of resources is a reasonable one,
and that is why we have our rolling admissions
policy in place. However, the fact that one or two
students leave a class of 12, does not necessarily
mean that there are slack resources. Few if any
classes are cancelled; they are only smaller.

OFF TERM ENTRY

Question: I understand that one of the problems with
multiple admissions times is that your technical courses are
sequential. A student coming in the middle of tho year would
be out of sequence, causing obvious problems. howemert
couldn't those students be profitably enrolled in general
education and communication classes, untaasLare back on
sequence?

Answer: As described in the answer to the previous question,
we do have multiple admissions times. You are right
that "oe is problematic, 1-ecause of the sequencing
of c 3, and chat is why most of our off-term
entr .pdents are students who previrusly attended
NTID. however, we are already in he process
implementing pre-technical curricila in each of our
three technical schools which will inzrease our
flexibility to deal with increased numbe,s of
students through out the year.
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VIRtrICATION OF GRADUATE FOLLOW-UP DATA

Question: During one of the mestin s with my taff in

preparation for this hearing, you ment oned efforts that were
being made to work with the ocial security administration
and ehe internal revenue service to allow betterW"wup of

students. What's the status of that work?

Answers Completed data tapes have been sent to the Bocial

Security Administration (SSA). These tapes contain
information about all students who left NTID (graduates end
withdrawals) prior to September, 1982. The SSA will use this

information to give us a report on the comparative 1983
earnings of graduates and withdrawals from NTID.
Additionally, they will include the average 1983 earnings of

graduates by degree, e.g., Certificate, Diploma, Associates,
and Bachelor/Master. SSA hes projected that this information
ehould be available to us by the end of September, 1985.

Negotiations with Internal Revenue Service (IRS) were
much more lengthy than with SSA, but they were recently
completed. The IRS information will enahle us to analyze the

following:

1. Graduate Earnings in 1982

2. Graduate Earnings by Program
3. Graduate Earnings by Degree

4. A comparison of earnings of our Baccalaureate
Graduates with a matched sample of hearing RIT
Graduates.

5. Unemployment Insurance received in 1982 b., the

Graduates.
6. 1982 Geographic Distribution of all Graduates.

Data will be on all students who graduated or withdrew prior

to September, 1981.

We are waiting for IRS to send us the specifications for our
tape that will render it compatible with their system. Once

we receive that, it should not take core than a month to
construct the tape. Their estimated completion date is late

Spring 1986.

We will then use these data to validate the st,
"Value added of a Degree as One Measure of Institui
Effectiveness," which was submitted to your staff

1985. An updated version of that rerort will be 4

the Spring of 1986.
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Educational Outreach for NTID: at RIT:

A Preliminary Proposal

Sqbmitted by:

Dr. William E. Castle

Dr. Jack R. Clarcq

Dr. James J. DaCaro

February

1985

Attachment I
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ADSTRAOT

This docwoint is 'submitted in response to a request from

the staff of the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped for a

proposal regarding how the National Technical Institute for

the Deaf at Rochester Institute of Technology (NTID at RIT)

might deal with services to populations and audiences other

than those deaf people who matriculate at Rochester Institute

of Technology. The document summarizes current efforts and

proposes a framework, in the post-rubella years, to provide

educational outreach services and technical assistance support

to primary and secondary schools, employers of deaf people,

deaf adults and deaf RIT alumni, post-secondary programs for

deaf people, parents of deaf individuals, and rehabilitation

and placement professionals.

NTID'a primary outreach effort is to become an ed,..ational

change agent. NTill wili share its applied research findings,

generalizable curricular products, models and processes and

train profeseiona's to uti'ize these products and processes.

Those who have b...en trained will receive technical assistance

as they attempt to implement what they have learned in their

home settings.
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THE RATIONALE

Very early in ite history, tho National Technical

Inr'itute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of Technology

(NTID at RIT) established the following principle with respect

to outreach; products, processes and model, to be disseminated

must be proven to be effective with the population NTID was

intended to serve. It was dectded that NTID's authority should

be based upon demonstrated success.

The concept of outreach is not new for NTID. NTID's

outreach charge can be traced to the Policies, Guidelines,

and Application Procedures for NT/D (March 1966). The

Guidelines directed that the sponsoring institution (RIT),

through NTID, should make "...its facilities available and

assist in the development of professional training programs

for the preparation of a) academic, technical and vocational

teachers of the deaf including opportunities for field and

practicum experience b) rehabili .tion specialists in the

area of the deaf and c) guidance and employmf,nt counselors

for the deaf. The Institut, should make available its

facilities, student population and the professional know how

of its staff for the suppltmentary and special training of:

1) psychologists, 2) audiologists, 3) social workers, 4)

others.

ortanization of applied research and dissemination

of results is also put forward in the Guidelines. The Guidelines

state that "the Institute shall be organized to investigate

problems having to do with the social, educationzl, and

9 1
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economic accommodation of deaf people, including evaluation

and improvement of teaching technique. so these relate to the

educationsl goals of ell cleat students wherever tought."

The Guidelines, thereforl, describe a hseic charge for

outrasOf activities. This charge relates to provision of

training for external audioncem, rwe sharing of research

results and provides for making the professiunal expertise of

the NTID staff and the use of facilities available to those

external to the Rochester Institute of Technology. NTID was

conceived to be a national resource by those individuals who

established it.

NTID's outreach responsibilities can also be traced to

NTID's eight basic responsibilities. These eight basic

responsibilities were adopted by RIT in 1967, with the

endorsement vf W.L.J's National Advisory Group and of the then

Department of Health Education and Welfare (DREW) and relate

to the charge which RIT accepted through its agreement with

the DHEW. Three of the eight responsibilities relate

4irectly to instruction and scial accommodetion, but the

other five focus on outreach. The ones relevant to outreach

are,

I. To encourage qualified deaf students to pursue

graduate studies at RIT or elsewhere.

a.-

2. To conducL search into the occupational and the

employastat related aspects of deafness; into the

,Ilucet -octal, social and psychological aspects of
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deafness; and into tho communicatton ouilla and

needs of deaf person..

3. To develop and evaluate now imagivative instructional

technology for application in the education of deaf

students.

4. To conduct training programs, seminars, and short

courses releting to deafness for RIT personnel, for

graduate students preparing to work profe.otonally

with the deaf, and tor other special groups.

5. To disseminate information regarding current NTID

practices concerning curriculum, courses ot study,

special service., and research findings related to

those offering programs for deaf children and to

the RIT educational community.

AUDIENCES AND APPROACHES

Outreach Audiences

The first audience to be addressed is primary and

secondary schools tor the deaf and mainstream programs across

the United States. It should be kept in mind that the prime

targets are deaf students and people who influence the career

decisions of deaf students.

A second outreach audience will be employers of deaf

people, e.g., employers of NTID graduates and employers

9 3
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involved in the placement and work accommodation of deaf adulta

nationally. The employer audience includes thane who develop

and implement employeent policies, oupervienry pareonnel, end

co-worker, of deaf people.

A third audience is deaf adults nationally, includlog

NT1D alumni. NT1D hse a reeponeibility to ichare its progress

and fervices with deaf adults so well as with NTlil gtadustos.

A fourth audience includes individuals working with deaf

people in other post-secondary schools serving the needs of

deaf people across the United State..

A fifth audieoce is individuals who provide placement

services to deaf youth and adults, including rehabilitation

professionals.

A sixth and final audience will be parents of hearing-

impaired people.

General Approaches

NTID's efforts can be considered from two perspectives.

First, NTID can be considered change agent, and secondly,

an information sharing and dissemination agent.

The question has been raised, "What has been the

influence of educational products and services on users and

students for Shoo the products have been intended?" In

general, educational institutions have had a checkered record

in affecting change. Most institutions have focused upon

sharing research findings and information via publications in

journals, papers at professional meetings, and the like.

Sharing information important but does not often result in

interventions that improve existing conditions. A change

94
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agent approach impacts directly on the knowledge, Oil

attitudes of prertitionore, whu in turn influenvo the

ildividuali they M4+tV , In this manner, orgenieational

policies and practical, are Changed. an adocations !

in4itutign c,neitioring outreach efforts must look at the

potential for affecting change as a result a both change

agent anti information sharing approachee,

chltaLutat_6221242n. NTID will share it*

generalisable curricula products, models and processes, and

research findings using a change agent approech. That is,

professionals will be trained to use NT/D's products, models

and processee. NTIO, however, will reach out with training

only in those areas where NTID has a recognised expertise and

where it hae demonstrated success. For example, NTID's

faculty and staff have developed expertise in the following

areas --curriculum and instructional strategies in

mathematics and science that can be used to impact on deaf

students in secondary education; job development strategies

with employers that allows deaf individuals to enter and

successfully accommodate to the work place; use of

instructional technology to create instructional products

that influence the teaching/learning process, including

captioning of educational marNrials; techniques that improve

the development of language; st stegies that influence the

ctreer development of deaf inoividuals; visual screening

procedures that lead to diagnosis of visual problems and

identification of education intervenCons to address the

problems; and design of educational frzilities for deaf

9 5
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1041,00VO, Product*, prorogues and swot. must balsa proven rn

be siwcessful at PITIP prior to their diasesinetion through

training. The training C44 OVC4r 40 014thOr pte-sarvici or

in-servica tteinung at NTIP nt tirewhere, Thnsr rsotwinit

treinina will nes4, sn4 he provided, techntcal seeietence me

they "'Wept to utilise producte, proceesee, nd sociele In

their hoes netting,.

Inforostiot_DtesesinstionAktroach. PTIP Witt oleo

sooge lo edukational estenaion by dieseeinating print and

non.print products. tn addition, RTID faculty and

professional. will share their knowledge by aking

presentation. at profeasionel conteiligues end 'workshops. it

hould be noted{ while intormation Olefin le important, it

dose not have the potential for changing the conditions of

deaf people videnced by the change agent approach.
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efforts will therefore be directed towards a change agent

approach. For each of the rix target audiences, NT/D's

outreach approach will be as follows (under each approach are

selected examples of current activity):

Change Agent Approach Information Dissemination

Approach

Pre-service In-service Print and Conferences

Non-print and

Products Workshops

Technical Technical

Assistance Assistance

o Educational o Professional o Orientation o Captioning

Specialist and graduate to Rearing conferencea

program internship Aids o Paper

o Tutoring/Note- o "The Un- presenta-

taker tapped tions

Training Resource"

o National o Journal

Project Articles

on Career

Education

o Curriculum

Consulting

9 7
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AUDIENCE NEEDS/OUTREACH STRATEGIES

AND APPROACHES

The different audiences are presented below for our

outreach efforts.

For Primary and Secondary Schools

Over the past 17 ytars NTID has learned mcos aLout the

math, science and English and career development c,,epel.encies

needed by deaf people to successfully select and negotiate a

post-secondary education. NTID's NAtheme :a, Physics,

Communication, and Personal/Social skill developnent

curriculum, as well as its career education programs, have

been developed to improve the basic skills, career decision-

making competencies and personal/social skills of deaf R/T

students. The joint Educational Specialist Program with the

University of Rochester prepares teachers with subject matter

expertise to teach secondary level deaf students in content

areas and in the delivery of appropriate educational support

services.

NTID proposes systematic educational extension efforts

in the post-rubella years, to provide secondary and primary

schools with curriculum and materials that have been tested

at NTID. Further, NTID proposes sharing its expertise in

curriculum development, educational product devel pment and

instructional development with secondary and primary schools.

In certain instances, it will be necessary to adapt programs,

in response to student needs.

For Employers

98
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NTID has provided technical assistance to employer,

through its National Center on Employment of the Deaf. For

example, in FY84, 204 managers and potential managers of deaf

people were trained in techniques related to accommodation of

deaf workers in the work place. In addition, 55 additional

employers received targeted strategies to open employment

opportunities for deaf people in the printing industry.

These workshops are part of NTID's efforts to prepare the

workplace for the hearingimpaired employee.

NTID proposes marketing the workshops it currently

offers to employers and moving away from the direct provision

of training services to employers. Rather, NTID will become

an agent for training trainers, i.e., training trainers to

use our packages to build the skills of line managers and

supervisors of deaf workers. This would allow NTID to use

its resources to train service deliverers rather than

continuing to be a primary deliverer of services to managers

and supervisors.

For Providers of Placement Services

NTID has an excellent record of placement of deaf RIT

graduates in business, industry, government and education.

Part of this success is due to the quality of placement

services offered to deaf RIT graduates. In effect, NTID has

been "doing business with business" for the past 17 years and

has developed a variety of strategies that have proven to be

very successful. For example, NTID has developed a training

program for vocational rehabilitation and jobplacement

counselors that utilizes a marketing approach. This workshop

9 9
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,tarries continuing education credit and was offered to 55

rehabilitation and placement counselors in FY84. NTID

proposes the refinement of this workshop and its offering, on

a national level, to placement and rehabilitation counselors.

This would address the need of these individuals to develop

or refine skills to successfully place clients in the

economic mainstream.

For Deaf Adults and Deaf RIT Alumni

For the first time in the history of NTID, there are

more deaf RIT alumni than there are deaf people enrolled at

RIT. Data collected from graduates via the NTID Alumni

Feedback Questionnaire, and through individual consultation

services, indicate that alumni need continued career

development services and continued career advisement

services.

NTID proposes to develop and implement a system for

providing for the continued career development of deaf RIT

alumni and other deaf adults. The system must be developed

within the following context; NTID will generally not be able

to provide all such services on the RIT campus, i.e., expect

alumni and deaf adults to leave their place of residence

and/or place of employment and come to Rochester, New York to

receive services. NTID will need to consider innovative uses

of technology to provide educational extension to deaf

adults, e.g., telecourses, interactive computer networking

and the like.

100
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For Post-Secondary Educators

There has been an expansion of the number of post-

secondary education opportunities for deaf youth at community

and technical colleges. Many students from these programs

transfer to NTID (currently over 20% of deaf students entering

RIT have some post-secondary educational experience). These

institutions do not, however, have experience in responding

to the unique educational needs of deaf individuals. NTID

has much to offer these programs by way of training with regard

to delivery of services to deaf people.

Twenty percent of NTID's students are fully mainstreamed

into the other colleges of RIT. To support these students,

NTID has developed and offers tutoring, notetaking and

interpreting services. Further, NTID provides extensive

counseling and career advising to these students. NTID has

played a primary leadership role in the delivery of such

services on a large scale to hearing-impaired students. We

therefore have much to share with universities and colleges

that have deaf students mainstreamed into their classes.

NTID proposes developing a systematic educational

outreach service for community and technical colleges and for

colleges and universities that provide educational

opportunity for deaf people. NTID will do so by building

upon its 17 years of experience in providing services to deaf

people in self contained and fully mainstreamed classes.

Parents

Interaction with members of one's immediate family

contributes heavily to the formation of a personal value system,

1 01
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which in turn influences the manner in which decisions are

made and life goals established. Parents need to be assisted

in fostering the career developuent of their deaf children.

This pertains to educational placement at the elementary,

secondary and postsecondary levels, and to employment. NTID

proposes training parents to systematically facilitate the

career development of their deaf children.

CONCLUSION

NTID's responsibility to assist others engage/

education and employment of deaf people is part of

mission and is detailed in the guidelines and legislac,,n

that established NTID.

There is a need for NTID to remain mindful of its many

publics. A. a national institution NTID has responsibilities

that go well beyond the walls of RIT. Educators of the deaf,

parents, employers, alumni and others need WTID's counsel,

and with the passing of rubella, energies need to be refocused

on the above groups. This is not to say that these groups

are not being responded to, but rather to say that WT/D will

have the capacicy to do more in the future.
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Attachment 2

DEVVLOP1....1 PROCESS

Steering Committ Develoni plan

- Appoint Project Din
Appoint Steering CommItt
Develop a project plan
Present plan to Dean; Associate V.t.,

Director of Public Affairs
Discuss plan with Executive Administrp.

Committee (EAC)
Implement plan

Steering Committee Membership (Jim Carroll,

Chairperson of Steering Committee and

Project Director)

Elementary - Post-Secondary

HarTy Lang
JuL.y Egelston-Dodd

Parents/VR
Al HurwItz
Kathi Martin

Employers/Providers
of Placement Services
Chris Licata
Karen Hopkins

Adults & Alumni
Tam Raco
Hc4,4-e Mann

Roch Whitman
Don Baker (CCE) ex off,..1.)

Bob Baker

Step B.

General Public
Marie L. Raman
Ken Nash

Audience Subcommittees Determines Needs and

Determines Stratefies
- Appoint Subcommxttee Members (each

Subcommittee shall have two
Steering Committee members and the Steering

Committee shall select other members of the

Subcommittee)
I. Elementary/post-secondary
2. Employers/providers of placement services

3. Parents/VR
4. Alumni/Deaf Adults
5. General Publics
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Step C.

ftep D.

ponsiWittee -
Subcommnie
I. Identay perceived n,

seement.
2. Ieenify the status c

processes,
pr ,1:te that can tel
en -nee needs.

3. V4A .Att needs of t
P tte

licace
cAdie *

13 Akspt-
.

tdience

of each audience

I.e., NTID at RIT

Ipand to perceived

audience

',bents.

identify
to audience segment

, ies in terms of
l ,bne/resource

-rltizes Needs and

41 4 order gross audience
ku, 4d strategies.

.s. issociate V.P., Director of

- Prete 4, Sitc

- Present to Director and National Advisory
Group (NAG)

Dean, Associate VP, Director of Public Affairs
Determine Structure
- Design outreach delivery structure
- Obtain Critique from EAC
- Present to Director
- Present to NAG

STEP E. Implement
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Timelines

I. Input regarding process from Director - by 15 April
1985 (FY85)

2. Critique a! process by SAC - by 1 May 1985 (FY85)

3. Discuss process with TAP & CDP manager - by 1 June
1985 (FY85)

4. Select and meet with Steering Committee - by 1 June

1985 (FY85)

5. Present at NTID Staff Meeting the first week of
September or October of 1985.

6. Complete and approve project plan by 1 November,
1985.

7. Present project plan to NAG - November, 1985 (FY86)

8. Outreach audiences and needs identified and
prioritized - 1 Misch 1986 (initial draft); I May
1986 (final report) (FY86)

Q. Outreach strategies identified and prioritized - 1

Dec. 1986 (FY87)

10. Outreach Organizational Structure defined - 1 Feb.

1987 (FY87)

11. Formally Implement - 1 October 1987 (FY88)
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Unsolicited Written Testimony

In Support Of

Oversight of Gallaudet College And

National Technical Institute for the Deaf

Prepared for the

United States SenatP

Subcommittee on the Handicapped

The Honorable Lowell Weicker Jr., Chairman

July 1, 1985

by

Robert R. Lauritsen, Director

Program for Deaf Students

St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute
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St. Paul Technical Vocational Ilstitute (TVI) Progras for Deaf

Students Is plemsed to have this opportunity to submit written

testisony for the record as part of the Oversight of Galleudet

College and the National Technical Institute for the Deaf. This

testisony is presented to provide inforsation that reflects the

state of the Postsecondary Education Progress for tiandicepped

Persons and specifically that portion of the legislation that

stipulates not less than $2000,000 be provided for regional

education progress for deaf students.

St. Paul TVI would like to present two broad series of

statements. The first series of statements will deal with

historical perspectives. cost effectiveness. characteristic% of

students that are served ahd relationships with Gallaudet

College and the National Technical Institute for the Deaf. The

second serles of statonents wIll deal with unset needs. Several

of these statesents will reflect our very serious concerns about

our ability to adequately serve students during the cooing school

years with a direct relationship to the such discussed rubella

bubble and the general popularity of St. Paul TVI and the

Postsecondary Education Progress as substantial progress for

deaf students to attend.

SERIES NUMBER 1.0

1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

Postsecondary Education Progress for Handicapped Persons grew out

of initiatives of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and

the Rehabilitation Services Adsinistration. These two agencies

responded to national priorities oi the sid-1960's that

esphasized '..he need for one Rational Technical Institute for the
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deaf igg regional postsecondary programs for deaf students In

Intergrated settings. NT1O became a reality in 1965. Regielal

education programs for deaf students became reality ia 19611-411

through five year research &ad demonstration grant awards jointly

funded and administered by the isurvau of Education for the

Handicapped and the Rehabilitation Services Administration. The

original three programs funded under this arrangement were

California State University at Northridge tCSUlli. Seattle

e.mlity College and St. Paul TV1. The support service model

developed by these programs in regional locations In Institutions

that historically served only hearing students proved successful

in breaking down discrimination barriers, breaking down stereo-

typed job opportunities for deaf persons by opening up new

training opportunities, creating wide-spread institutional and

community awareness of deafness, serving as an exemplary model of

support services for handicapped individuals to be replicated by

other programs, and in other ways reaping the advantages of

mainstreamed education.

CSUN. Seattle Community College and St. Paul TVI worked with

government officials and Congress in successfully accomplishing

the authorisation for Regional Education Programs tor the Deaf

and Other Handicapped Persons In the Education for the

Handicapped Amendments of 1974. In 1975 the original three

programs were funded with specified sums. In 1976 Delgado

College in New Orleans was added as stipulated program. These

four programs regained as stipulated programs until 1905. In

1903 Section 625 of now P.L. 90-199 was opened for competition,

ano Delgado College was replaced by the University of Tennessee.

108
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1.2 COST EFFECTIVENESS

Postsecondary Education Programs for Handicapped Persons are cost

effective. For the 1984-85 academic year the Office of Special

Education awarded St. Paul TVI Program for Deaf Students a

grant of $660,621. Using these funds as the base St. Paul

TVI secured additional funds from other sources in the amount of

$635,765. The combined budget for providing services was

$1,295,116. These dollars provided for the basic post secondary

education for deaf students, interpreter training, extensive sign

language classes, workshops related to deafness, and public awareness

programs.

The federal contribution buys full access into St. Paul TVI which

is a $30,000,000 facility with an annual operating budget of

$15,000,000 as well as into the entire state-wide area vocational

technical education . -tem of thirty three schools with physical

plants and combined bunts in the hundreds of millions of dollars.

The combination ef federal and state dollars funds the support

service model which includes preparatory studies, counseling,

interpreting, notetaking, tutoring and other related services.

The excess cost for educating one student is approximately 83,800

per year dependent upon the variables used in computing costs.

Deaf students pay the standard tuition rates, purchase their own

hooks, supplies and equipment and pay for housing accommodations.

These costs range from $5600 for Minnesota students to $7100 for

non-resident students.

Directors of Postsecondary Education Programs have previously

presented Congressional testimony that has illustrated high
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successful job placement rates and the payback in federal taxes

that graduate of programs make in comparison to the cost of

training. Two of the current Postsecondary Programs are two

year postsecondary institutions, and two ar9 four year

Universities. Depending on the length of the training program

the excess cost for training paid upfront will be repaid in a few

months or a few years.

Deaf students that are enrolled in the four Postsecondary

Programs automatically are included in the new technology that

the host institutions provide in maintaining state of the art

training. As one example Computer Assisted Design technology is

now a minimum requirement for persons in Design Technology.

Equipment used In this training ranges upwards of $1,000,000 for

one training station.

1.3 STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

St. Paul TVI has served in excess of 1800 students from 43

states, the District of Columbia and Canada since 1959.

Students have been enrolled in more than one hundred and twenty

five major areas of training. All students use one or more of

the support services that are avallabl. Students at St. Paul TVI

reflect the average deaf school leaver across America. We are

seeing the first wave of P.L.94-142 students. These students are

different than students of the past. The majority of our

student population are students with profound hearing loss. We

are seeing an increase in the number of hard of hearing students

applying for admission. We are seeing more students who are

different in their communication modes and social behaviors than

in the past. The average reading level of entering deaf students

no
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Is between the third and fourth grade level. Less than five per

cent of entering students can handle simple arithmetic;

computations. Over half of entering deaf atudents have one

more secondary handicaps. These handicaps include le/It

disabilities, cerebral palsy, visual impairment, or orthopedic

impairment. Many students are socially and/or e'Aumically

disadvantaged. We Are particularly concerned about students who

have been sexually abused, and the numbers of students with

emotional problems. Less than two percent of our entering

students qualify for admittance at Gallaudet College or NTID. The

majority of students being served at St. Paul TVI in 1985 would

have been served in rehabilitation facilities in earlier years.

1.4 RELATIONSHIPS WITH GALLAUDET COLLEGE, NTID AND THE FIELD OF

DEAFNESS

St. Paul TVI has many strengths and notable program features. We

are mast proud of our ability to well serve students with limited

resources. Next we take pride in our relationship with a host of

service providers across Minnesota, the Upper Midwest and the

United States. St. Paul has been the site of major national

conferences in the field of deafness including the organizational

meeting of the Conference of Interpreter Trainers and the First

National Oral Interpreter Evaluation Certification Workshop. St.

Paul TVI has served and continues to serve as a catalyst for the

development of new services and programs for deaf persons and for

other handicapped populations. Numerous programs across the

United States are modeled an St. Paul TVI. Staff members of St.

Paul TVI are regular presentars at national conferences in the
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of deafness education and rehabilitation. St. Paul TVI is

particularly pleased that two national conferencea will come to

St. Paul in I987...the Registry of Interpretera for the Deaf and

the American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association as well as a

regional conference of the Conference of Interpreter Trainers. Our

relationships with Gallaudet College and NTID have been solidly

established since 1969. Given the disparity of resources we do

such sharing as is possible. The College Career Guide published

by Gallaudet and NTID was conceived at a meeting at St. Paul TVI.

The Directors of the Programs of the six funded institutions in

the field of deafness have a formal agreement known as the

Council of Directors. This group was responsible for the

publication 'The Deaf Student in College', and also for a series

of regional meetings held throughout the United States on the

same topic. Staff relationships between the institutions are

excellent. Notable areas of cooperation are in the recruitment,

admission and referral process of students. St. Paul TVI

counseling staff rountinely assist in the testing procedures

required for Gallaudet College and NTID admissions. In process

is a student transfer arrangement between TVI and NTID.

.ARIES NUMBER 2.0

2.1 UNMET NEEDS

St. Paul TVI along with the other Postsecondary Education

Programs, Gallaudet College, NTID and others predicted and

foresaw the much heralded rubella bubble. The rubella bubble has

affected different institutions In different ways. In the case of

St. Paul TVI the rubella bubble is a three year peak for the

1984-1985, 1985-86 and 1986-87 school years.
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St. lauI TVI is NOT cop hg well with the rubella bubble because

of limited financial reaourceo. During the 1984-35 academic

year we were not able to provide full support services as

required by students. We have 44 new prep students on campus this

summer. We have accepted 105 students for fall quarter,

winter quarter and spring quarter, 1985-86. We have over one

hundred applications on hold and are now actively turning

students away. We are facing the real possibility of cancelling

summer school in 1906. In order to adequately serve students

that will be attending St. Paul TVI during the 1985-86 year, and

to reach some of the students that are already on hold we

estimate we would need an additional $120,000. Given rdequate

financial resources we would be serving In excess of two hundred

deaf students on a daily average which would be the largest

number of students we have erved in our history.

2.2 We are particularly conc. ned about the 1986-87 academic

year and what our position sho d be with .^ospective students,

their families, their counselors eG their secondary schools. The

four Postsecondary Programs designated in the field of Deafness

under Section 625 will end the current three year grant cycle on

June 30, 1986. Sometimt during the winter or early spring of

1986 we will be submitting applications ior re-funding.

There are three concerns that emerge as we look ahead:

2.2.1 The four programs are facing open competition again In

1986.

2.2.2 Open competition presents a major problem. Three of the

four programs have been operating continuously since the 1960's

11 3
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and have many senior qualified staff. In tho open competon

procee6 senior staff are a liability eince they ore more

expensive than ataff found in a start-up program. Thlu la a

eerious question that neede to be addressed. We believe certain

safeguards should he built into lhe open competition proce ... an

that programa are not penalized for having senior staff that are

placed high on the salary schedule but rather rewarded by the

expertise they bring to their positione.

2.2.3 The amount of dollars, 'not less than $2,000,000 for four

regional programs for deaf students needs to be increased if the

current programs are to maintain existing levele of service. The

two options are to substantially increase the amount of dollars

dedicated to deafnese or to substitute a reasonable percent of

the dollars available. The Office of Special Education has

exceeded the $2,000.000 level for the current grant period. It

is reasonable to anticipate they could enforce the $2,000,000

level for the next grant cycle which would mean substantial

program reductions for the 1986-87 academic year which will be a

peak year tor students.

SUMMARY

The Committee can c, justifiable pride In its continuing

support of Postue ondary 4ocation Programs for the Handicapped.

The Programs that have been funded In the area of deafness have

consistently proviaed quality, cost-effective and regionalized

education with high job placement rates. Callaudet College and

NTID serve a real purpose for Deaf Americans. CSUN, Seattle

Community College, St. Paul TVI and the University of Tennessee

114
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have also mach/ a substantial difference In the lives of thousands

of Deaf Americans, It Is our hope that each of these six

Institutions continue to Improve the lives of Deaf Americans in

the years ahead. We welcome continuing dialogue with the

Committee and the Office of Special Education in solving mutual

concerns in the lives of handicapped Americans.
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TESTIMONY SUOMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE JUNI 11, 1905 OVERSIGHT HEARING ON GALLAUDET COLLEGE

AND THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE PON THE DEAF

Submitted by

Ray L. Jones, EdD, Director
National Center on Deafness

0.'flig -.I a State University, Northridge

June 26, 1965

This tss. Apn, a bast, apon my 25 years of experience in the National Leader-

ship Training mgram, and Director of the National Center on Deafness at

California University, Northrigs (CSUN). In this testimony, I wish to
(a) briefly review the accomplishments of CSUN in serving deaf students, (b)
document the characteristics of deaf students attending CSUN and our rocord of
service to multiply-handicapped and deaf-blind students, and (c) share with

you some of our unmet needs and future plans.

BACKGROUND AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN SERVING DEAF STUDENTS

Programs on deafness at CSUN had their beginnings in 1960, when Mary Switzer,
Commissioner of the Federal Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, invited Dr.
Boyce Williams and Mrs. Spencer Tracy to join her in meeting to consider

the needs of America's deaf citizens. Their discussions revealed a most dis-

couraging picture.

/n the previous 100 years, there had been little improvement in the

education of America's deaf children. They were still leaving school

6 to B years behind their hearing counterparts academically, and with
limited vocational training.

.
The fields of education one rehabilitation wore Polarized by the 100
year "oral-manual" conttove.ay.

The low expectations of teachers, counselors, administrators, and
parents presented insurmountable hurdles for deaf students and/or

rehabilitation clients.

. There was only one post-secondary program in America prepared to serve
deaf students, and only a small percentage of deaf high school gradu-
ates were going on to that program.
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Wit of Ameilca'm deaf etudints were leaving school ,1400411y under..
Limited, nd doomed to a lifetime of under.employsont or unemployment.

The uhellengw thle clear, either break the vicious cycle of under-education end
under-empinyemnt/onemployment, or the federal Oovernment would need to face the
coet,Iy Alt,rnetivea of extensive rehabilitation or lifelong welfare.

Mee Owitser 4nd her committee peoposed to break the cycle of under-education
and unemployeent, by establishing a program that would prepare a °new breed of
leeders" in the field. of rehabilitation snd education of the leaf. Thin v.o..
oral, would prepare leaelers whot

. . . Nave confidence that deaf people are capable and they aan succeed

. . . Know the problems of deafness from infancy to adulthood
. . Can see beyond the oral-manual controversy snd provide communication

best suited to the individual student or client
. . MOW the twosome of the deaf community, as well se the resources of

government snd community agencis and who, through cooperative efforts,
cen focus these resources on the pressing needs of America's desf

. . . Will return to their communities, quelified and prepered to assume key
leadership rules in rehabilitation and education imam:Les where they
can bring improved services to deaf students and clients

In 1461, a five year grant was awarded to California State University, Worth-
ridge (then known as San fernsndo Valley state College), to operate s Rational
Leadership Training Program in the Area of the Desf. This program has just
completed its twenty-fifth year of opmration.

In 1963, s °laboratory experience,* a typical "skunk works° was introduced, in
which students were encouraged to develop undid-projects° in which cosmunity
resources would be focused on meeting critical needs of deaf adults, which they
had discovered in their interaction with deaf adults in the community. These
innovations brought together the resources of the deaf community, State Impart-
ment of Rehabilitation, education, and business to bring improved services to
desf students and rehabilitation clients.

A few of the innovations and programs initiated at ditS1 (now widely adopted
throughout the nation), include,

1. A program of adult education for the deaf initiated by deaf
students and s local church.

2. Projects demonstrating how the telephone could be effectively
used by deaf persons.

3. Programs preparing deaf persons to serve ss teachers and leaders
in the field of adult education for the deaf.

4. Tbs development of community information and community inter-
preter referral centers.

S. Formal sign language and interpreter training cl in adult
education in university settings, which have given digrity and
visibility to the use of sign language as an educational tool.

117
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A teacher preparetion prove*, initiees4 et cot* which broke the
trinity pettrn of discriainetion that had, for lUg years, kept
molt 'Roams fro', being prodentioled AM 114401014 of the Ord..,
it hes new enskled omit, then 140 deaf etudents to receive tem/hind
gredehtials end Obniterl Peewit.,

7, An 'in beeket° workshop for dminietreture develops.; tor the pro
gam hae, over the pest 30 years, given pore than 1.400 public
school adainieteatore a bettr underatar.dine of deafness ell they
PortiO1Pate4 in this "eimulatede seperience with deaf and dilate

blind cleesaates.

O, Numerous local, state, and national woekohope and vonteienoes ihat
have been initiated by CIIVW in eio,h erees 44i

a. Adult Iducation for the Deal

b. Telephone Communication for Deaf and Deaf-511nd rersone

C. Legal eights of the ^est

d. Orientation tor Rehabil ouneolore for the Deaf

, in-ilervice Training for Department of Pahabilitetion
Counselor, for the Deaf

t. Nigher iducation tor the Deat- -Whose Responsibility?

q. Parent Involvement in the Rehabilitation of their Deaf

Child (TRIPOD)

Dissemination ot the above innovetione hes been eetremely rapid, as students in
the National Leadership Training Prawram see these innovations in action on the
University campus and in the calamity, and return to their homes sayingi 'It

they con do it at Northridge, we can do it in Mew York, Washington, D.C., Flor-
ida, Oregon or New Noxico-yes, ve can even do it in Ponape, fillets, or American

Samoa° - -and they do it!

Probably the most significant innovation coming from the Northridge campus,
began in 1964, when two deaf candidates were accepted into the Netional Leader-
ship Trebling Program, against the counsel of 'experts' who warned that few
deaf students had ever succeeded in regular college courses, and that it was
unrealistic to expect them to succeed in graduate program where they would be

competing with hearing classmates.

At the request of the deaf students, sign language interpreting and notetaking
were provided, and with this nominal accommodation, they mat only held their
own with hearing classmates, but also excelled in many

The CSUN 'Model" of Integrating deaf students Into regular university classes;
by providing interpreting and matetaking services,has, since 1964, been fol-
lowed by community colleges, vocational schools, colleges, and universities
across the nation, and is now spreading into numerous foreign countries. Since

1962, the NLTP programa have graduated 315 students, of whom 107 are deaf.
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Th following intormetion regarding the characteristics of deaf students
enrolled at California State University, Northridge, is taken from our Fell
1984 report to the U. S. Department of Education,

1. Approximately 906have hearing losses ranging from 60 to over
110 decibels in the better ear. About 6% have mild to
moderate hearing iosses (20-60 db).
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In cloairg, I again want to commend this committee for the thorough study
you oi:J making o2 tho poet-secondary education of America's deaf students,
and for takinl LIT4, to eead this testimony. If california state University
at NOrthridge csm pteN161 additional information or assistance, we stand
ready to help.
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25 January 1985

Senator Lowell Weicker
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped
Senate Hart Office Building #113
Washington, D. C. .p510

Dear Senator Weicker:

CLIADLIAII SCHOOL Of
11711CATIO1
INPAIHMINI Of
SPECIAL IDUCA11011

MILTON BINNION HALL
SW LAKE ore. UTAH 84117
801.81-0121

In a recent telephone conversation with Dr. Karl White of your
office, iv was brought to my attention that an oversite visit
of Gallaudet College is planned and that testimony is being
received for that purpose. This action is timely and appre-
ciated by many, many professionals, state legislators, advocacy
groups, parents of hearing impaired children, and hearing impaired
adults who do not subscribe to the concept of permitting any
single institution, namely Gallaudet in this case, to be the
sole guardian, advocate, and public trust which affects the
lives of hearing impaired children and youth in the United States.

To many of us, the huge financial investment by the federal
government in this institution is out of balance and incompatible
with the spirit of the American way of life...diversity of
educational opportunity, freedom of choice, competition in the
free enterprise system, and accountability. The expensive
"custom-made" programs that are provided by the Gallaudet enter-
prises are simply not in step with the future of American education
for hearing impaired infants, children, youth considering the
significant advances in audiology, education, medicine, and
technology.

As you well know, budget constraints, restrictions, cuts in
many social and educational programs are being implemented,
and there will be more to come. All areas of special education
are being affected. We know that all of us must tighten our
"fiscal belts" and work together to insure the continuation
offederalandstate funds to provide sufficient financialassistance
to help all areas of special education survive with meaning.
The availability then of financial resources requires full account-
ability of all agencies spending national tax dollars in assisting
individuals with disabilities become productive, independent,
functional citizens as much as reasonably possible.
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Although Gallaudet's PY 85 in unknown to me, it can be assumed,
on the basis of past funding pattn.ms, that it will be in excess
of 58 million donars. Surely thon you can appreciate the national
dilemma of many people and agencies who have no federal support
or limited supprt for educational and social programs for diverse
hearing impaired populations, much larger, of course, than the
limited population served by Gallaudot college. Postsecondary
hearing impaired students who desire to attend regular colleges
and universities in mainstreamed settings are obviously being
short-changed.

In no way do I discount the need for any reasonable educational
aervices which Gallaudet provides for a particular population
of hearing impaired individuals. It is vital for college bound
individuals to have this important option. However, it is time
for Congress to take a new look at other viaLle possibilities
and opportunities in the education of hearing impaired individuals.
It is hoped that the subcommittee's action will be meaningful
and productive in this regard. Gallaudet should have no special
immunity from close public scrutiny in this endeavor. It should
lead to a more cost effective/efficient program.

-he concerns which many of us have are listed briefly. An enclosed
r,morandum with this letter will provide more detail and documen-
'pstion. Significant ones include:

1. Proqram Accountability

Do Gallaudet's practices reflect strict and responsible
adherence to its miesion? Is this verifiable? Are there
areas that need re-thinking and re-defining in view of
input from the field? Coneider the lack of confidence
that the college has from diverse populations nationally.
This includes parents, professionals, agencies, and hearing
impaired persons themselves.

2. Segregated Services

At ail levels of the program offerings, is the agency realis-
tically preparing students to interface, interact positively
with the world around them? IS the educational and social
environment conducive for students to become independently
and productively involved in the world of work, leisure,
and service? Is it a "deaf world" only?
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3. Alternative and/or Duplication of Informational and
Supportive Services

Is it not feasible to review Gallaudet's outreach programs
and related cervices such as "Deaf Awareness" and "Schools
of the Future" from the standpoint of cost effectiveness/
efficiency? Cannot regional, state and local agencies perform

these services more cost effectively/efficiently?

4. Perpetuation of the "Deaf Image" "Deaf Heritage"

False iipres8ions are conveyed to the public; negative
rather t an positive attitudes aredeveloped and perpetuated.
Resentmefrit is generated when the disability is emphasized
rather han a person's ahility as a valued human being.
It is a paiadox that a segregated subculture has been created
and generated from a hearing loss. In 1985 ought not we
be concerned with people being involved with people in
a mutually'6atisfying, creative, productive environment?

5. Federal Aid and Foreign Deaf Students at Gallaudet College

To what extent, if any, is federal aid provided for students
from abroad?

The above-mentioned concerns are only a few of many that have

surfaced over the years. It would seem proper that from this
preliminary hearing a more thorough study and analysis could

be implemented over a longer period of time in order to receive
input on a much broader scale from professionals, parents, hearing
impaired individuals, members of Congress, state legislators,
and other responsible persons and agencies representing divergent

points of view.

It would also be pertinent to provide hearings for all other
federally established and funded institutions on a national

and regional basis. This would include the National Technical
Institutelfor the Deaf, St. Paul Vocational Institute, Seattle
Central Community College, California State University at North-
ridge, Delgado Community College at New Orleans, and any other
recently established agencies. Comparative funding patterns,
meeting appropriate needs, types of services offered and to
whom at what cost would be invaluable for future direction during
the latter part of the 20th century and the beginning of the
21st century.

Respect ully,

tazfeu
t B. Bitter, Associate Professor and

oordinator, Teacher Preparation, Area
of the Hearing Impaired
221 MBH
Phone: (801) 581-8441
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Senator MOCKER. Again I want to express to you, Dr. Castle, the
fact that I think you are a great asset in terms of learning for the
hearing impaired in thig Nation. Indeed, if I suggested anything, it
is that the Rochester Institute might think very carefully on just
what an met vou are, both as an asset to them and the Nation.

Dr. CABTLX. I :link we at RIT understood this fact.
Senator Wmiciaca. Well, they will know it when they get the

chairman's word here. But I have got a great admiration for you
personally and alio for your institute.

Again I think there are much larger questions that have been
raised here. The aim here is to raise some of these larger questions
in this context.

Dr. CASTLE. We appreciate what you are endeavoring to do by
this process.

Senator WEICICICR. Thank you very much.
The hearing will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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